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fous life, thaught and wating,

apemod the 8. §. teachers’ meeting by a
thoughtful survey of a teacher's relation to
his class. Jacob is an earnest worker and a

tion as related td other principles and in-

Of the Cotvention a few things iiny be

growing man, born in the Mission and hids

fluences

no longer,

It has not only lost its old posi- |.

in religion,

but in the minds

of

an juerolited degree of Tssitude, - The fe
laxation afforded by short oceagional holi-

W. M.I. Thackeray.

Ttis so |

[3 itself an event sufficiently pant fo
invite and attract the attention of the Santal
community.
Li

days—by those few hours" snatched without
long premeditated design from an engrossing employment, and enjoyed without a.
feeling that when they end they will be fol-

pram

That Mr. Thackeray was sometimes. givmay be shown
en to the * melting mood

great numbers of people, in the church and

the

relation of which

by, a little incident, in
"|
said. One is, that the examinations in ele- fair to make his mark for good.
1 trust I shall violate no confidence, nor" Jowed by a long and ‘ seemingly interminal
towards
tendency
strong
a
is
there
it,
of
out
I
need
not
take
your
space
to.speak
in
dementary studies indicated . application on
m
obor
throw myself opento ‘the charge of ascrio- period of dull and unbroken drudgery, is
duty
of
the part of many of the teachers. - And tail of the daily walks and marches and the elimination of the element
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
ing to the great author a larger share of the far more invigorating than the effect pror,
ligation
from
the
religious
life.
’
Publishe
,
NGAME
L WM. BURLI
many of those who made a poor show in the ‘counter-marches with flying banners and
milk of human kindness than often, falls to duced on the human sy
letters on businots, remittances of ‘examinations, manifested
To Shon SN Jette
by the longest
an interest in gongs of gladness,—the athletic sport, the
dommunications
‘he gen
money, &
the
lot of ordinary mortals.
handsome collation and the beautiful Christrot
Kg n THustration.
designed Yor foi
rd ald be
Da addressed to the study that was highly satisfactory and enperiods of repose, In one case the holiday
pet
One morning i was making my way to gets with the promise that another will rise
rb
—
couraging. I think it has never been my mas decorations, all of which the children
Wernds: $3.00 per year; or it pmd strictly IN AR
Onslow Square, at an earlier hour than to-morrow ; in the other case. it sets with
86
I tvas some time ago preaching a sermon’
privilege before to witness such eagerness enjoyed exceedingly,—but pass on to say
VANCE, $2.50
when, to my great surprise, I met no promise, but with” ‘much
usual,
or
mone
gloom.—CasREMITTANCES must be juade in
for knowledge among the Santals, It was a word about the closing services of the oc- to children upon flowers. My text was
ssible.
ders, bank checks
Mr. Thackeray pacing up and down the foot~ sells Magazine.
¢asion
on
the
Sabbath,
:
The
morning
was
In
desk.
of these can be Ig Ln onoy fh a indeed a rare pleasure to impart instruction
meer
vase of flowers upon my
beautiful
way in a state of great ‘mental uneasiness.
letter. All Postmasters are, obliged to
to such eager and earnest leasners as these occupied by a pray rer-meeting followed by a order to show the lessons taught by flowers,
letters Whenever requested to do so.
for money orders, hank
discourse trom our good brother Camula I got the.childien to give me versés from It was so entirely contrary to his custom—at
Santal teachers.
be de
ce money pv
checks, ani Post ¢
Events of the Wek.
Naika
of Balasore, His text was Prov. 18:- the Bible referring to flowers. As each least as.far-as my experience told me—to
Aucted from the amotnt due, w her thu, sont. ponte
A
The meeting was greatly indebted’ to R.
are partioularly requéeted to make
leave his house at-so early an hour, and I
24,
and
he
held
forth
the
love
of
our
great
flowthe
to
referring
verse
chillt quoted its
L. Martin, Esq., School Inspector, and Rev.
as
p a8 possible
and thus save ex
ANARCHY IN MISSISSIPPI.
- are forwarded until an e licit order is
Friend with remarkable cléarness and force. ers, I showed what it taught us. To illus- was so much coneerned at ‘seeing him in
vedby the Publisher for their
discontinvance, J. Phillips,of Santipore, for important servsuch depression, that I was naturally inPortions
of Mississippi sadly need reconThe.
children
will
remember
his
words.
In
until
of all arrearagesis made as re- ices rendered, which contributed largely to
trate this, ¥ told them an incident that ocduced to say that I hoped nothing very seri structing. Recently a damaging fire occurthe
afternoon
there
was
a
general
S.
S.
n
in
had
gentlema
A
Texas.
in
curred
make it a success. There are so few Sahebs
larly
uested to note
Spirited addresses to the children early life become deeply imbued with ous had happened to his household. He red in Meridian, ‘and several negroes
Br he eApTanon of his subwho take an interest in the Santals, that meeting.
Ww hat “is due
ue for for the ons ensuing
me
to forw:
were
made
by several brethren and sisters. Hume's philosophy, and was an infidel. 1 answered, ‘‘ Poor Marochetti's child is dy- were arrested on suspicion- of being the inLo ¢ further” reminder from this office.
they prize as their true friends those who
ing.” Having said this, tears came to his cendiaries. While they were being tried
this word as I
do, and greet their presence with continual The different schools called out the speak- explained the meaning of
NEWSPAPER
ER DECISIONS.
relief, and he speedily ‘returned home. ‘ He
ers,
and
you
know
the
children
know
their
delight Mr. Martin has in nrany ways
went along. This gentleman was one day ‘was on terms of close friendship with the before Judge Bromlette, a negro arose in
1.
person
who takes a newspaper regular
from th)
whether Airooten % hia my 4 shown his deep desire for the elevation of friends.
And, last of all, on Sabbath even- in the woods engaged in reading Plato.
the court room and shot the Judge dead.
he has subscribed or not—is
‘Baron Marochetti (his next-door neighbor,)
the Santals, and all our teachers regard him ing came the Lord's Supper. Perhaps a I explain to them who Plato was. In the and he sympathized with that well-known A riot immediately followed, in which eight
2, Ifa person orders Sat: paper discontinued, he
hundred and fifty persons, many of them | book he came to the words, “ God geomeor ten negroes were killed, and several
must
ages, or
the publisher may conas their kind patron.
sculptor in the deep-love he bore for his dy- whites and negroes wounded.
children, came around the communion tatinue
it until
payment is made, and collect the
The politigeomeof
meaning
the
trizing.” explain
I do not care to enter now into the statiswhole amount,
the paperis taken from the
He was in a cheerless. mood for cal situation in the state seems to have preble.
Such a scene was never witnessed try, and show how it could be applied to a ing child.
ofilun.ox pot
the remainder of the day, an
and in the course
The courts have decided that refusingto take ties of these jungle schools, for of this there
in the Mission before.
All our hearts
voked the trouble. =~ Mayor Sturgis,a
As he came to those words,
work of God.
will ‘be a time to speak by and by. While
of his work reverted many times to the ca- Connecticut man, was obliged to lgave on
were filled with praise to God.
Monday
book
the.
threw
“I
said,
n
the gentlema
facie evidence
of int
onal fraud,
the morning and afternoon of each day,
lamity which he so much deplored.
morning found us all Haveling homeward.
pain of death, promising never to return.
down. Whata term is that, I thouglit.” If
save the Sabbath, that we were. in convenAgain, on the morning of his departure A committee of defense has been organized,
J. L.P
God's
in
order
1 could only sée plan and
on one L)
for tho Star
5 od
allowed in
Jo. mage
tion, were devoted to examinations and
for America. He was to start by an early
coop”
or
md
no
a Nook out to be sold on
A,
1
works, Tcould be a believer.” Just then he train, and when I arrived (for it had been with which the Governor of the state is
instruction, ‘the evenings “were occupied
= or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
erating,
and
it
is
hoped
that
further
disturbsaw a little ¢* Texas star” at his feet. He previdusly arranged thatl should see him
with weligious services.
There were two
Neglect “of the Bible.
picked it up, and thoughtlessly began to before he left) I found him in his study, and ance may he orevented.
discourses in Santal, a temperance meet—
—
its ‘petals. He found there were his two daughters in the dining-room—all
count
THE JOINT COMMISSION.
:
Ving and a general conference or covenant
The: Liberal Christian makes approprimeeting onthe week-day evenings, and the ate reference to a fact which, however to be five, He counted the stamens, and there ‘in a very tearful condition; and/I do not
The megabers of the Joint High Commiswere five of them. He counted the divisions, think I am far wrong in saying that if ever sion have had regular meetings during the
Sabbath was taken up with the ordinary
regretted, can not, we fear, be denied.
The
at the base of the flower ; there were five of
temperThe
number and kind of services.
reasons assigned for it are also just, and them. I explained all this to the children. man’s strength was gverpowered by woman 5 week, and our difficulties with England have
ance
meeting
was
one
‘of
great
interest.
| WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15, 1871.
worthy of meditation. We make an ex- The man said he set about multiplying weakness it was so tipon this occasion ; for probably been quite thoroughly discussed.
All of our Christian brethren, and some of
Mz. Thackeray could not look at his daugh- Their meetings are still private,not even the
tract :
these three fives to see how many chances ters without betraying a moisture in his ubiquitous Jenkins being able to learn anythe others, spoke with force against the preThere is puch discussion just now of some
The Purest Pearl. !
there wereof a flower being brought into eyes, which he in vain strove to conceal. thing reliable. But it is the general imvailing vice of the Santals, and one or two
of
the
‘changes
which
are
going
on
in
the
re|
———
.existence without the aid of mind, and hav- Nevertheless he was enabled to attend to pression that the Commission will finish its
of them dwelt with marked vigor upon the
ligious
habits,
thought
and
lifedfthe
people
Beside the church door, a Weary ‘ahd fone; ing in it these three fives. The chances several money transactions which it was labors in} short time, and that the report
rik
stro
in
ruinous results of indulgence
A blind woman sat on the cold door-stone ;
was striking : of our time, but there isi one such change against it were one hundred smd twenty necessary he should arrange before leaving ; will be ready to be submitted to the Senate
Daniel
by
used
illustration
An
The wind was bitter, the snow fell fast,
very and to give me certain instructions about the
“See what mat (the Hindu grog) makes of which hasthus far received but little atten- five to one. He thought that was
as soon as that of the San Demingo ComAnd a mocking voice in the fitful blast
and four volumes of his ¢ Miscellanies ” then in
flower
tion.
If
it
is
referred
to
at
all,
it
is
treated
another
examined
He
strange.
found
once
I
bazar
a man. In Midnapore
missioners. Notwithstanding - the reports
Seemed ever to echo her moaning ery,
As she begged her alms of the passers-by :
and which he begged
a Saheb dead drunk, and how he. looked! as something that may possibly occur in the found it the same. He multiplied oné hun- course of publication,
e through the of sensational journals,there seems to be ento see how (iEto. wi atch in their
“ Have pity on me, have pity, I pray;
An immense man,—his body stretched at future, if certain evil influencesof the pres- dred and. twenty-five by -itself
tire harmony among the members of the
M$ bagk is bent and my hair is gray.”
full length on the floor of a miserable grog- ent day continue to operate unchecked. many chances there were against there being press, with a view to a fow foot-notes that Commission on all questions submitted,
But, in truth, a great change has already two flowers each bavi ing these exact rela- might be thought desirable. Then came
the hour of prayer,
: + shop;~his hat over there (suiting the action
The bells were ringi
which can not but facilitate the séttlement
ere gathered there,
' |
And many good people
taken
place. We speak of the reading of tions of numbers. -He found the chances the hour for parting! A cab was at the
clothes
s
| to the word) his boots yonder,—hi
of difficulties.
But covered with furs and mantles warm,
Chrisof
against it were thirteen thousand six hun- door, the luggage had all been properly dis- |
It is read by mémbers
| covered with dirt,—and his face looking so the Bible.
They hurried past through the wintry storm.
A DESTRUCTIVE TEMPEST.
fierce and wild. I never saw such a sight tian churches, and by professedly religious dred and twenty-five to one. But all around posed of and the servants stood in the hall,
St.
Louis
was visited by a terrific hurriSome were hoping their souls to save,
Think what mad did for this noble ‘people in general now, much less thanit him were multitudes of these little flowers; to noty: by 3 their looks, how much they
. And some were thinking of death and the grave, before.
cancbladt
Wednesday,
by which immense
this
there
regard
We
blooming
they had been growing and
regretted th ir master’s departure. ¢ This
white man, and be carefulto never touch was read thirty years ago.
And, alas! ‘they had no time to heed
1]
damage was dome. Numerous buildings
imporand
d
significant
for
years.
He
thought
thisshowe
the
ormost
the
of
one
as
it.” It was pleasing to hear our brethren
is the moment I have dreaded!” said
The poor soul asking for charity’s méed ;
tant favts in the religious history of this gen- der of intelligence, and
the mind that or- Thackeray, ashe entered the dining-room were demolished, including grain-elevators,
“And some were blooming with beauty’s grace,
speak so strongly for temperance. .
It involves far-reaching conseit was God. And so he shut up his to embrace his’ daughters; and when he depbts, store-houses, dwellings and busieration.
But closely muffled in veils of lace, * But the conference meeting was still more quences, which willbé apparent enough to dained
ness-houses of various kinds. . Many perThey saw not the sorrow, and heard not the
book,
and
picked up the little flower, and
hastily descended the stepsof the door
It did our hearts good to hear
interesting.
sons were buried in the ruins of falling
build-+
moan,
every observer by ‘and by.
kissed it, and exclaimed, ¢* Bloom on, little he knew that they would be at the window
Sanatan and Raju and the other converts
Of her who sat on the cold door-stone.
ings;
several
being
killed
and
a
la¥ge
numThe life and thought of the Christian flowers ; sing on, little birds; you have a to
TE
:
testify for Christ before that ‘assembly of
At last came one of a noble name,
oer pa diy maimed. Besides personal injupast,
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By the city counted the wealthiest dame,
And the pearls that o’er her neck were strung
She proudly there to the beggar flung.

Séintal teachers.
Noble heart-words, full of
faith and‘ firm in dependence on God, fell

from their lips. This warm appeal to thé
teachers to accept Christ and forsake all for

Then followed a maiden young and fair,
Adorned with clusters of goldenhair;

his sake, EN

But her dress was thin, and scanty, and worn,

“ And surely I know God listens to me. »

I never heard

before these many witnesses, who could not

*

On the poor white hand, so shrunken and
The blind woman félt a tear-drop fall,
Then kissed it, and said to the weeping girl,

deeply.

these mengspedk
with such effect. ' Thank
| God for them and for their manly testimony

‘ Not even the beggar seemed more forlorn.
With a tearful look, and a pitying sigh,
She whispered soft, “ No jewels have I—
But I give you my prayers, good friend,”said she,

small

“ It is you who have given the purest pearl.”
>

Missionary Cerrespondence.

but be moved by uh sincerity and earnestSeveral teaelRers
said that they fully
| Ness,
believed the truth of the Christian religion,
| but found it hard to come out openly against
| the ancient superstitions of their fathers.
| Some of these young men asked the breth| ren to pray for them, and I hope every one
| who reads this will pray for them also,
Of

the

Mission

school

Convention

at

' Patna, T need-say but little, for. Fhope others
MIDNAPORE, INDIA, Dec. 28, 1870.
will send you a full report. - This was a re‘Writing day finds us just home from the
_markable gathering. We have never had
School Convention at Patna. There have |
the like before in the history of the Mission.
been two important meetings this month, The four station schools met for general litof which I wish to speak in this letter. On erary and religious exercises, Though all

the 7 inst, the Bantal Teachers’ Convention

and fifty men, women and children
our new brethren live. Nearly all our jun- | dred
ed in the services of this most inparticipat
gle teachers were present, and the change
, the 20 inst.,

teresting occasion. On Tuesday
the happy processions arrived from Mid-

from Midnapore to Bhimpur seemed very
pleasing to them, There were certain strong

Balasore,. singing
napore, Santipore an
y morning
Wednesda
on
and
jubilant,
“and
as always hergtotore; hence the
the election.
by
organized
was
‘meeting
At the stdtion, the style of living, the
no

objections to holding the meetlig at Mid-

change.
ete., liad to be so completely changed, that

of the regular officers,

At

Bhimpur. the Santals are in their own coun«x 4Y and feel much more at home. They

maintain their own ways of living, and are

less’ lilble to sickness.

During the five

- days of the meeting there was nota case of
fever, or anything of the kind.

And there ‘was another reason for making
~ Bhimpur instead of Midnapore the place of
the. meeting. We thought such a meeting
might, prove a help and blessing to our
brethren of the branch church recently organ-

ized 'in that little Santal village. In one way
and another

they had been suffering more

or. less persecution at the hands of their un-

their

converted: countrymen

and

live in pbace with them. This view was
adopted by our Santal brethren, ‘whe unan-.

imously . advocated holding the Teachers’.
(Convention in the new chapel. -And it'may
be said here that, so far as we knew, the in-

fluence of the meeting has been good upon
©

the villagers and the surroundifig neighbor“hood, People from may other villages,
both

Santals and Hindus, came

in to see

and hedr what was done, and throughout
* the -session we had excellent opportunities

oe

sembly,

to the outsiders. ' Such an as-

in a small Santal settlement, was
4

for some

centuries

’

God, and I have a God; the God that made

by the people. Their religious and intellectual life has been fed from its fountains.
For multitudes of men and women the Bible formerly furnished nearly all of literature and culture that they knew.
It was
their principal teacherfn theology, in history and in morals. But much of the influence which the

book has exertedis to be

Pd

intelligently.

The Bible is entirely safe.

Bu our use

of the light and. truth which it contains is

something which depends upon “ourselves.
Men can read it, or let it alone, as ‘they
choose. The Bible comes to them with full
recognition of their freedom. But, while

we do not need to take" care of the Bible for*
its own

sake, ‘agide

frgm

human

interests

One of the most obvious is, of
change.
course, to be found in the fact. that iin“our

spirit, and all of us ‘were| this
our

xpectations

by their

these little flowers made me !”

What is the Matter?
—

—

Many mothers will feel 5 truth of these
suggestions about the highest of all arts:
What shape will this last make of that
child’s soul? She does not ‘wet the clay.
She does not stop to consider before each
just,
whether it be wholly
command

“ (ast one longing, lingering look behind.”

ries, it is estimated.

unseen.”

*

that a million

dollars’

worth of property was destroyed.

“ Good- -by,” he murmured m “a suppressed
voice, as I followed him to the cab; “keep
close behind me, and let me try to jump in

SAN DOMINGO.
tn
from
vana
Plata

@

the absence of direet communications
the Commission, a telegram from Hastates that its members left Puerto
on the 6th, for Monte
Christo, ac-

The instant the door of the vehicle was
closed behind him he threw himself back
into a corner and buried his face in his. companied by Baez officials and doubtless
hands. That was the last I saw of Mr. conscientiously examining into the ‘‘ moral
Thackeray before je left London on his and physical condition ” of the island,
second visit to the United States; and I
The belief there is quite general that ans
think I have “given sufficient proof that, nexation will really result, , notwithstanding
great as was his power of poising the shafts there is a strong party-opposition to Baez.
ofejdicule at the follies and vices of the day, Threats have been made to burn the town
and coldly reserved as he sometimes was in if it is annexed, and already two houses

traced to its poetry: and its devotional comMillions of men and women
positions.
have had their language, their thought, and “whether it be the best time to make it, and
its necessity. Oh!
their whole inward and outward life lifted whether she can explain
of children when
ess
reasonablen
sweet
the
up and refined by familiarity with the poetare jexplained to
necessities
disagreeable
ry of the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures.
as arbitrary his" demeanor, he was full of that gentleness
enforced
being
of
instead
And beyond all these sources of power in the them,
have been set on fire. Guards constantly
tyrannies.
She
does
not
make
them so of heart to which his writings constantly
book is the vital reality ofits biographies,
patrol thé town at night. The partisans of
and
sorrows
their
she shar:s all
«bear testimony ; and it was his instinct to be Cabral predict a general revolution and
of its stories of the lives of men. There is feel that
no other book in thc world that is so human pleasures that they can not help being, in actuated by the kindliest impulses which do ‘much excitement in the island. It is return, glad when she is glad and sorry when honor to our common nature.—Harper's
as the Bible ; no other that touches the actported that the condition of Baez is critica] ;
she is sorry. She does not so take them into Magazine.
at
age
every
in
women
and
ual life of men
the annexation party, however, remains
80 many points, that furnishes such univer- constant companionship in her interests,
firm.
.
Na
or meets all moods so each day—the books, the papers she reads,

and needs, our cenviction of its importance
to mankind leads us to observe with much
solicitude the growing tendency to the disuse
|
servweather is so cool now that ant-door
of the Bible by the fass of the people.
ices are delightful. How full of suggestive
This change is already far advanced, and
memories that beautifal spot under the banalmost the entire Christian church.
yan! Of those connected with the Mission influences
religions bodies of our time,
great
the
all
In
thirty-five years ago, when a’banyan twig
who are beginning to take
people
young
the
planted
was
no larger than a riding whip
their parents’ places in the church have
there, my father alone’ remains.
come up to manhood and womanhood with| The ‘ forenoons were devoted to Sabbath out any such familiarity. with the Bible as
school concerts, each school occupying one. “was possessed
by the generation which preThe Seripture récitations, dialogues, hymns ceded them, The change is yet more markand other parts were well sustained, and I ed in the case of those who are a few years
may speak of the whole, without making younger still, the children of our time.
reference to any-one, as a uniform succesg.
while to study the reasons for
Oui boys and girls entered into the exercis- - It is worth

, believing neighbor 8, and it seemed probable’ es with great
that, upon seeing what the Mission was cheered beyond
doing to enlighten and instruct the Santals, promptness and
these . ‘suspiclous neighbors, intent on doing ‘were taken up
mischief, might have their feelings changed studies, and
towards

There being

building large enough to accommodate ally
the services were held anderthe fine banyan
tree south of the Mission bungalow. The

almost always some of the teachers were
taken ill,and ‘occasionally some seriously ill.

Once & teachier died here of the cholera.

|,

been,

very closely related to the use of the Bible

sal companionship
could not come, still, upwards of three huan-,

met in thé little chapel at Bhimpur, where

napore,

world has

the things she sees—that_they learn to hold
her as the representative of much more than

Our Neighbor’d Good Name:
vey,

rian

CUBA.

.

The struggle in Cuba

still continues. = In

Anybody ean soil the reputation of any in- a recent battle near Mayare, the Spaniards butter. She does: mot kiss them often dividual, however pure and chaste, by ut- sustained a damaging defeat, losing several
tering a suspicion that his enemies will be- ‘officers and a number of men. “A battle
enough, put her arms around them, warm;
lieve and his friends never hear of. A puff was also fought néar Santiago, Feb. 27, the
sunshine
ineffable
the
in
soften, bathe them
of the idle: wind can takea million of ‘the field remaining in the hands-of the Spanish.
‘I can’t imagine why
of loving ways.
a work of mischief If these frequent engagements really hast.ehildren are so much’ better with you than seeds of a thistle and do
labor long to ened the end of the troubles on the island,
must
husbandman
the
which
No,
mother.
with me,” exclaims sucha
too fine to there might be some satisfaction in chronibeing
particles
floating
the
undo,
she can not imagine ; and that is the trouble.
-be
seen
and
too
light
to'be
topped.
Such cling them ; but on the contrary they only
If she could, all would be righted.
slander, so early sown, 86 serve to keep each party in a state of chronof
seeds
the
are
abou
difficult to be gathered up, and yet so per- ic exasperation, each fight arousing temReverie of Repentance.
bnicious in their fruits.
The slangderer per that can only be stayed by another asknows that many a wind will catch up ‘the sault. The island'is undergoing a fearful
There are thousands of persons who are plague and become poisoned by his insinu- scourging, and if every inhabitant isn’t
given to what may be called the reverie of ations, without ever seeking the antidote. made either a guerrilia or a vagabond it
repentance. ‘There are, thousands of per- No reputation can refute a sneer, nor any wilt be quite marvelous.
sons who feel sad that they are such wicked human skill proven mischief.
oa
FRANCE.
creatures. Really they fu}
that it is too
Ro?
Since
the
Germans
departed from Paris,
pa
They at times fall
quite into a minor
Holidays.
. Perhaps, if they are educated to mu-.
.the city has remained comparatively: quiet.
Slight disturbanees have oecurred in which
fos they git down to the piano and play
holMobile Guards “were concerned, but
genuine
the
real,
a
be
touching airs, and sing of the
‘wickedness
A holiday may
of the heart till tears flow :down their day. without-a change of -air; and the ‘thud far they have been easily quelled.
cheeks. They pity themselves that they best and most pleasant holidays are those “The Frencli have re-occupied the forts about
are so pitiable, But how much repentance which come the most frequently, and last the city, and many of ‘the Germans “have
nursery

discipline,

is there in all this?

clothes, and

bread and

Is there

any definite-

the least time.”

A vacation, or whatever it

departed for ‘home.

There

will

remain a

German army of occupation until the ins
books to be ness in it - Does the man say, “Iam proud{* may be called, which
animation. = The afternoons time there are so many" wore
|
demnity
money is paid and all the other
ordinary
the
of
out
man
a
tdkes
as
Lucifer
™
Not
a
word
does
he
utter
on
and
weeks,
by examinations-in secular read than ever there were before, and that
conditions of peace are’ met. A placard has
equivalmost
is
ment,
employ
that
subject.
Does
the
man
sax,
“I
am
his
of
for
sphere
remains
these were in the main quite| consequently much Jess time
of life. ~He begins been posted throughout France denouncing
to employ in reading the Bible than ou par- meanly selfish?” Oh, no, he only says, ‘I alent to an utter change
The evenings were devoted
satisfactory.
and he ends Napoleon, and. declaring him responsible
speak,
to
so
wrench,
a
am
gin-sick.”
Does
the
man
say,
“I
am
it with
to Teachers’ meetings, and proved very val- ents and grandparents had -at their’ comItisalunscrupulous; Tam untrustworthy; I give it with a wrench, Toward the latter part for the invasion of the country.
uable indeed. The guestion-box was for the mand. This is a real reason, and is to be
y
functionar
this
that
add
to
needless
most
inthat
hours
the
counts
.
way to debauch in this direction, and to of his holiday he
first time introduced, and some very appos duly. consider ed.
pmo-"
Assembly
the’
to
letter
&
he
has written
Does the man tervene between him and his work, and
site and suggestive questions found their
There may. “be other minor causes; “but animal appetites in that?”
as to a prison. testing against their declared forfeiture of
t
employmen
his
to
follow
the
ekample
of
that
surgeon
who,
returns
way into it. This will serve. to quicken our the chief reason for the decline in the use of
is being re-e8-.
a wound,.probes it in His old habits have left him, his old haunts his dynasty. Mail sevice
teachers not a little. Prominent’ in these the Bible by the people is, we are convine- when called to dress
el resumed.
general
|
and’
tablished,
ana cleanses it thoroughly, are strange, his old companions strange,
ly 2
evening meetings for teachers were Babu ed, to be traced to a ehange in the very o8- all directions,
Multitudes
al
are
tourists
of
distasteaud
he sit down his old occupations are strange
old gayety
the
of
bit
a
Shakir Mahan Sendpati, head master of our ‘sence 8f the religious life in our time. . I'he before he binds it up? Dogs
just
and
Paris,
with ‘a searching, wmi- ‘ful. He has lost pleading elasticity of mind into
citresuming
are
Vernacular school at Balasore, and our idea or element of duty has been for a lang and explore lis heart
Soldiors
ng.
re-appeari
is
him,
told
he thought, and his friends
n, and ‘re alworthy ‘brother Jacob Mishat, forema in time gradually ‘losing its old place and | ‘nute examination? No; he does not want which
ocoupatio
and
dress
izén's
inand
+
;
overwork
of
“the exhaustion

He merely wanté
the Mission . printing office.’ The former power in the religious life of the chtirch and to go particularly into it.
in’ view of his
regret
of
feeling
a
have
to
(hi
Formerly,
gave us a_ very excellent and entertaining of Christendom.
r.
=-Bodche
s.
sinfulnes
- . || general
wdress on teaching secular’" branthen,ind th central or basal idea and pr :
+

: Ne /

extends over sev eral

was

to tall of ithe: war that
stead of applying himselfto his labor with ready beginning
was.
of
ous
consci
ay
is
he
h,
renewed strengt
2

y
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@ommunications.

How are
a

Weé Growing Old?

Returning to

BY MRS. H. M: LINCOLN,
.

*

or

—

.

As we see our locks touched by time's
fingers, and discover something
are we grow ing old

to be.

be like old Mrs.

we

Claybiow

grow

we shall

‘with him.

to

my first

intimate

acquaintance

He probably witnessed the con-

version of nearly two hundred souls that
year. In the summer of 1837 he returned
to Ohio, and for nearly two years gave his.
time to labors for revivals, mostly in Huron, Medina, Portage

to

know

our-hearts are getting old too. |

back

‘holding meetingsalmost daily, and

this was

*¢ There goes old Mrs. Claybrow ;—hurry
and get out of her way i she looks sour
enough to bite us” We wonder again if we
shall grow into peevish,fretful, disagreeable
old people!
Kind-hearted children never run for gray

angfi

went

Vermont, where, mostlydn the Huntington

weeks,

‘We wonderif tie little folks say,—

hairs or wrinkled faces,

he

interesting and successful years of his life:
Prof. Dunn writes: ** From December,
1836,
I traveled -and . laborgd with him a few

like wrin-

Without prejudice for self, we try to dis- cover what kind of old people wé"are going

;

and Ashtabula coun-

ties, ‘accompanied most of the time by the
writer.”
It was during these labors, in the sum-

mer of 1838,

at a session

of the Geauga

fully because we worry so much about this,
that, or the other.
Just because our hair is

Quarterly Meeting

turning white we think we must look after
everybody a day younger than ourselves!

ministry by

And then with what trembling terror we

mont. Afters few’ months he commenced to
laborinoderately, ' and finding his health improving upon the sea-board,he traveled and

him a small farm.

preached in Maine, New

wayfaring man, pad a home.
;
In 1861 he was appointed chaplain of the

look on the children because they know so
little!
:
This &normous responsibility stamps our
very locks with unwelcome dignity, and
our wrinkles grow deeper and séttle into

He was a member, with

Revs. B. Dunn, and D. M, L. Rollin, of the
counciF’which examined the writer ‘for
license,

and

also

set

apart A." K. Moulton to the “work of the
ordination.

‘In the spring of

1839, his‘heaith failing,

Massachusetts,

permit.

as

he returned to Vér-

Hampshire and

circumstances

would

In 1842 he took the pastoral care

* premature scowls, because we worry our ‘of the chureh in, Pittsfield, New Hampshire.
selves to death about everything. We try He afterward preached for a time in Gardinto quiet Self, but she’s fairly out of patience

Lawrence, Mass., where he‘ remained until

they use just as much sugar

kins, and immediately removed to Wisconsin where about twenty years of his ministry were spent. Two or three of these
years were spent in York and Belleville,

as we

did

at

their ages, and we pass sleepless nights
ir Sp

ing time than it did when we were hopeful
girls or boys. We twist here and turn there to

———

save a penny, and can haggly get a moment
to read in our Bible, because we are so
saving of our time. Economy ismo name
for our insatiaté greed. It is just stinginess
that makes us forget that God has any poor

epg
dha

call tothe city of

‘with us, and even goes so far as to tell us
we are worrying because we expect to die
poor. We scold the young folks because
" because the lard-tub looks lower at butcher-

4

er, and then accepted-a

on earth, any sad ones far poorer than we
are, any toiling: ministers worthy of their
hire yet Jacking a thousand comforts,” while
we grow gray worrying about poverty, and
are yearly trebling our worldly possessions.
:
3
And, farther, Self

said it was

of no

use

1849.

Upon closing his'labors there he was

ucited in marriage with

Miss Sophia Jud-

and mosi of the remainder

with the church-

es in Evansville and Johnstown.
y
A little. more than two years before his

death he received a call
North Reading,

from the church in

Hillsdale Co., Mich.

This

was his last pastorate and the closing up of
his ministerial work to whick he had devot-

ed himself with singular ih

New thirty-

seven years.
- After relinquishing his public labors he
spent some time in efforts for ‘the Yestofation of his broken health, and with this object in view he tried the effect of the salubrious climate and beautiful scenery of the

for us to look complacent in the parlor and
as sour as vinegar in the kitchen; no use “western plains. But it was too ‘late, and
to smother our crusty tempers when guests finding himself losing instead of gaining
were present, and then fret from dawn till strength
he retraced his weary steps that he
dark when none but our: own family . were might spend what littlc time remained ‘with
present ; no use to call other people’s chil- the loved ones at home. He lingered till
dren little angels; and our own little imps ; no the second of December, when he passed
. use to be saints abroad and growling sin- from the labors of earthto the rest of Heayners at home.
Self said we could never en. Brother Davis wasa man of deep
make gray hairs honorable, we cheat the sympathy and strong affections, much attached to friends and the church, and never
wrinkles of their victory in this way.
We saw two old ladies, the other day, forgetful of the denomination in which he
who looked almost as ‘young as they did was reared and to which he gave himself so

e

twenty years ago. * Their faces were peace-

early in-life.- He was a peacemaker in the

ful, and as for gray hairs and. wrinkles,

we

church, more kind to the

don’t remember that they had any; but

we

do remember

how

lovely they were.

A

house full of romping: children eouldn't
make them fret. It was evident that these
«old ladies were good from the dépth of their
hearts.
eir cheerfulness, their kind, unvarying
®miability was not acquired in a
week or a month, but by long years of

patient endeavor. Both of these had buried their precious gead, and from their

erring and afflict-

ed than bold and severe toward the offending,
oz 7
Pathetic in his preaching, and (yet, especially in later years, systematic in the
arrangement of his discourseshe was especially successful in revivals, and but for
the early failure of his health he would have
been most useful in that kind of work.
He shunned rather than courted observation ; at the same time, he “possessed quali-

wounded hearts, love and light: and joy ties of mind and heart which gave him a
were springing up as they tenderly lifted wide and enviable reputation. His counthe burdens from many a weary traveler. sel, which was often sought in times of difThe perpetual sunshine they diffused about ficulty, was regarded as wise and safe. He
them made us know their hearts

young.

The

Sun

of

were

still * was a member

Righteousness must

have dwelt there in.

ad

Self deals out more plain words to us,
when we are alone.
Instead of the noble,

expansive heart we had hoped to possess
when we grow old, she declares we have an

ignoble,

narrow one, in -danger of hate-

Conference,

of the

being

seventeenth General

one

of the delegates

sent to represent the great and phi.
0
tefests of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting.
It could not happen otherwise than that
one giving all his active years td his profes-~
sional duties, with small. pecuniary rewards,
should experience the hard but too com-

mon lot of ministers of the gospel, of leav“Self may be.anx- ing his dependent family with slender

ful deformity,if we do not hasten to cultivate

more generous impulses.

ious to have us look as pleasing as possible.

Art has made ample provision to turn our
gray hairs into the beautiful ones of youth,
and furnished an abundance of cosmetics to
obliterate the wrinkles, yet we protest
against
the use of these,

and fully

believe

that** more powerful still than any of these,
"as a beautifier of the

person,

is the

over-

mastering purpose-and pervading diposition

of kindnessin the heart.”

tit

pure and generous

affections

features into its own angelic

fashions

D. L. Rice, by: whom and the writer, the fu-

neral services were conducted.

likeness,” and

that, ‘¢ there is nothing on earth which
>

so

quickly andso perfectly beautifies a face,
transfigures a personality, refines, exalts,

irradiates with heaven's own

impress of

lovliness,as a pervading kindness of heart.”
Canandagua, N. Y.
it

E. W.

Rev. David Winton.
Rev. David Winton was born in Centerville, Crawford Co., Pa., Jan,

At the age of fifteen he

25th,.

1825.

experienced

reli-

gion and united with the M. E. church on
probation. Beeoming disaffected on account of slavery, at the expiration of his
probation he sought and fgund' a home in

the Wesleyan Methodist/
church. Having
received license to éxhort, he commenced

:

Rev, Jairus E. Davis.

Canada
East, Feb. 13, 1813. At the ageof

Lovina J., daughter

will Baptist church in" his native place—a

years afterwards, we find him at Wellsburg,

Judalifor of two families connected with it,

will Baptist church, with which he united

19 he was converted, and joined the-Free-:

“..
By

»

of Rev.

liams, M. D,, of Cooperstown,

James

Wil-

Pa.

Two

church not the least among the princes of holding a protracted meeting with the-Free-

“three brothers from each entered the gos- and settled as pastor in April, 1846.
Jol winimsy.

Four of the six are stilldo-

good service

in

the

denomination as

and two have gone
ministers,
Rie

to their re-

_ The fame of the “ boy preacher” was in
all our churches, for his tongue was as the
pen of a ready writer, and he preached in

Lockport, @irard, Franklin and Pageville,

.

is

close

the term specified our brother,
Mich. State Prison.

Having

| to large

and

attentive audiences. . The

| schools had conferred upon him no ¢ deof distinction ;” but God had made
, what is.not
in the province of the

-schools to make, a master of - hearts,

Tem-

i+ | perance, education
and freedom had.gn him
| an able advocate. From six;yéars of con-

hitherto a |,

‘ My Boys.”

~

©

Had bent théir knees in reverent mood,
‘While near at hand the vietim stood.

1869 was spent in Pa., where he “was received by, his old friends with warm hearts
and open hands. In Feb., 1870, he ‘went to
Pierpont, O., to hold a meeting.

Here

The spirit of the mountain near;
The spirit of the lonely mere.
And oft the monks, when bowed in prayer,
Heard, in the still midnight, -

the

Deep voices borne from out the lake,

And from the barren hight.

menced to labor as pastor of said church,
was taken sick Dec. 8, died on the 20th,

But at the name of Christ, in fear,
The voices died on mount and ‘mere.

and was buried in Wellsburg on

And once at eve, as o'er the lake

the

31st.

Sermon by Rev. J. B. Page, to a large

The lengthened shadows lay,

and

sad congregation. .

Thus is stricken down, in the

midst

.A single monk of earnest faith,

ate husbgnd, and an able preacher, of whom
we believe Prof. Whipple once wrote: ¢ He

|.

°

That rocked upon the waters dark.

Pleneaites

But as the midnight hour drew near,

cheek showed that

And oer the sky the swift clouds sweep,

lems which we know not how to solve, but “And veil the moon in darknesg ‘deep.
As, when some noble, storm
3d ship re,
which, by the divine permission, we shall
Drifts helpless to her fate,
Nii
know hereafter. Hereceived his qualifications, not from men; and his success in the | We veil our eyes with bated breath;
So Nature seemed to wait.

pulpit is a practical demonstration that the
minister's ** sufficiency is of God.” Rest,
Brother, rest in Christ;

we

hope

to

thee when mortality shall be swallowed
of life. -

-

Then from the mountain came a voige,
Like distant thunder, deep and hoarse :—

meet

Com.

O’erwhelm the frail bark of our foe,—
Snatch*him from mortal sight!”
Then came the answer from the mere,
In tones subdued, and sad, and drear :~

Reputation.
That we

# O spirit of the mount, no more
I feel my wonted power;

should care somewhat abot the

No more the waves obey my veice,

opinions of others relative to us, is a clear |
point to my mind.
‘Do n't care” indicates |
a kind of recklessness that we have no right
to allow. ‘Of good report” is a gospel
principle, , that is, a good repute in commu-

nity is to_be sought.

E’en at this mystic hour;
But cower, instead, in fear and shame
Before the all-availing name.”
The voices died on mount and mere,
As sudden as they came,
of

Says the wise nan:

For, chanted in the midnight mass,

°

A good name is more tobe desired than
‘Was heard the holy Name; great riches.” And he might have added, | And; breathed upon the death-like air,
Arose the fishers fervént prayer.
than great learning or talents, though these-

are to be desired and sought by all.

But

And then, as if in glad relief,

still .we must not cater to public favor or
repute in a way to sacrifice or compromise

Again the night winds breathe;
Again they rouse to restless life
The frightened waves beneath ;

principle to obtain it, but ever act: a manlyy|
truthful,

honest,

faithful

part,

in

hope

Again the dark clouds drift away,

of

And oer the lake the moonbeams play.

pleasing all, but fearing the frowns of
none. This is especially true with ministers, whose reputation is their only wealth.
Still we must expect from some, in every

0 holy Name of windrous power!
How

And foes thronged fierce about,
Thy might, invoked in earnest prayer,

Hath changed to hope Toy deep despair!

S. 8. Department,

ly: as sure is it that everywhere too, we all
have abusers, who will not only try to harm
us there, but will also follow us elsewhere

with their malice.

oft, in gloom and doybt,

When o’er my path black clouds have hung,

place we leave," detraction, slander and
abuse.
This is the nature of some, that
they will act out.
i
,
Admirers we have everywhere ; and near-

Nearly all suffer in this

How
With

to use Illustrations.

reference

to the manner of using

illustrations, I would say, first, be sure your

illustration is true
drag

it in,

but

to the subject; do not

make

of

the

friends,

week

to

me.

heart-cord

was

of the

some

vibration was no more lasting.
It was evident that the
plea which wrought effect
upon
their words
and acts was not * for
Christ's sake"—but * for teacher.” They
were won—but by human love, not the
Saviour’s power, Yet the difficult class
had become the model one; there was a
promise of future harvest if the good seed
was sown ; so T waited.

- One evening at

a

teachers’

meeting

it mean something.

Let your explanation of the text be historically and doctrinally exact; base your illus-

a

stranger was present ; quaint and unattract-

ive in appearance, but with a rugged

O spirit of the deep, Arise!
Lash all thy waves with might;

up

hours

warm

was one

touched, I wondered a little sadly that its

For one brief moment’s spell;

prob-

I were

Sometimes, when the eager eyeand flushed

A solemn silence fell,
”
A sudden hush on wave and breeze,

treads the deck like one born to command.”

mysterious

and

and our Sunday meeting

Sat fishing in a slender bark,

affable neighbor, a kind father, an affection-

7 Oy

'-

Sting us

others to him, That
bed, that can notbe warm-

|

10

others the lave of Jesus,

or telling of his wanderings

world,

in our sinful

veiled in humanity,

to’ Calvary.

:
m Bethlehem

1 sometimes have felt that it

was good to be there, especially when words ~
seamedto be given me, so that I could

give

utterance to what was in my heart, and m

class seemed interested.
Oh! it was wo:
all the sacrifice I had to make sometimes, to

meet my “class, this hour of friendly inter-

course

with those dear ones.

For, remem-

ber, you can nét meet your class webkly,
without

tarn,

coming

to love them, and they,

in

will love you, in proportion to the: in-

terast you take in them,

Hk

And now, I would say
same work, do n't give

to others in the
, for you will

tw] ‘have your

reward. And thi reward will
come ‘to you both in this tife and that which
is to come. ' ‘‘Inasmuch as ye have done it
to one of the least of these, ye haye done it
anto me.”
ie

;
1g
HAvE Gop IN THE TALK, A very old,
but always fresh and needful truth is illustrated by a writer in the Sunday School
Workman :

/

2

When Elijah had shut himself in the cave,

alone,
ites

heart-stricken

because

the

Israel-

had

F joriagen

God's

covenant,

torn

resence,

a strong

Yond Jasned by, rend-

down his altars and killed his
longing to see some manifestation
g the mountain ‘and

pieces, oe

God

bre:

was

|

»

the rocks in

not

in the wind.”

vescing with fun at all times and places:
fter the
an earthquake
Their eager minds were keen to detect in- “but the Lord was not in the
e.”
consistencies, or revolt at ¢‘ sham profes- After the earthquake a fire, “bit the Lord
sions.” = They discussed with equal zeal the was not in the fire.” After the fire, “a still
exact appearance and locomotive power of small voice,” which at onde touched the ;
Elijah’s chariot of fire, or the intricate doc- heart of the pro
for he knew the voice
.| trines of election.
What should I do with of Jehovah, and he wrapped his face
in his
them, as Sunday after Sunday I came before mantle, and stepped to the entrance of the
them, and they called me teacher ?
- cave to hold communion with his maker.
T asked the question of myself, and of the In beautiful harmony with this
manifestaSuperintendent. Myself gave no reply ; the tion is Christ's representation of
ok
of
Superintendent, with customary blandness, the Holy Spirit: *“The wind blow
w
said :
it Yisteth , and thou hearest the soun
\
“ Ah—yes—djfficult. class, = very. Fine of, but canst not tell whence it cometh nor
boys, though ;*ah—yes—yes—Miss Z. win whither, it
, 80 is every one that is
their hearts ; all the rest must follow.”
born of the
Spirit.”
"
I did not feel remarkably enlightened.
A lesson here for Sunday school workers.
However, it was ‘not difficult to follow the
We may talk loud and long, but God may
Superintendent's
advice.
earnest not be in the talk,
woman could net fail to win the regard of
We may
expend money with an overthose chivalric boyish natures. So, before abundant
hand, but the motive may be selflong, my boys

As holy legends say,~—

of

his years, in the very prime of life, a social,

Herej3 anotherof those

i

Their idols in the dust,—

gray headed and the- child of tender years
were brought to Christ. Apr. 1, he com-

"There were seven of them.

Active,
daring, handsome lads; fearing
nothing, reverencing few things, and effer-

Where worshipers before

General Agent for the same institution.’
Before the name of Christ they quail,
This position was held nearly two years,
As evil spirits must;
whenhe returned to his farm. Much of | Yet two still haunt their former homes,

Justice in his voice which will

not

elo-

soon

et an old man ask one question.
Why are
you so sure that this harvest is only in the
future ?
:
on
“In
God's word’ there is no future;

it is now. Why not plead his own now
before Lim, and expect abundant answers ?
Discouraged . faces ‘rave spoken to-night
more clearly than. your lips even, saying

is far distant.
don’t expect

Is this
anything

svorking only for the

fruit

not because you
else? #f you are

Future,

be

not

lie low at the feet of Jesus, cli
humbly to
the mercy-seat, that we. may be sure that
the ‘still small voice,” which alone can
reach the heart and make the sword of the

Spirit effectual, accompanies all our teaching, our giving, our labor.
THAT

young hearts led to the Saviour now, before

“Our next lesson is the

er.

“Oh, we've had that lesson before,” said
Qne.
;
“When, Willie
t
I never shall forget that les3

“What do you remember aboutit

“f remcmbes

when

you described

the

r, weak,
on
Px. and oy
eI
as wing on
Then you told how Pros
father was, and
how ‘he was looking and lo
for him to *
commie home. When you told
e wordsof

the son, 1 will arise and go to my father,

then I said in my heart, Iw
.
read of a Chinese boy telling the
in broken English. T never forg
son.”
;
.
ee
“But did yon do like the prodigal
you go to your father #”
“Pye been trying to. 1 want to,
cially ‘when I read this parable in the
I read it often.”

?

*

*

*

*

»

*

J

\

You
story
at lesDid
espeBible.

After the teacher went home, she looked

dis-

couraged ; look forward to that future—
which alas! may never come to you and
your pupils. But if you would have these

LESSON.

:

Prodigal Sons” said a Sunday school teach-

be

orgotten by those who heard him
K.
““ My friends,” he said, “1 ve
toil
while you have talked together about your
classes, while you have cheered each other
with hope of the harvest to be one day
garnered from this field of your toil. © Now

that the answer delays in coming, and

aggrandizement. The Lord will not be in
it. Let us be rigid in éur sélf-examinations,

in her diary and found this record.’
“To-day we had the parable of the

prodi-

al son.
I fear I did not make the it
interesting to the class.
I fear the seed

the world has taken firm hold of them, if falls in stony places.” - =~.
+ «
:
you labor in the present, listen to the work
So little 4 we know which shall prosper,

| which rings down the ages.
reason why these classes

Is there any

should

to Christ now ? As of old, Christ asked

blind, to-day he asks you, teachers,
lieve thou that'T am able to do this?
‘ Whatever

your

answer,

the

the

‘ Be-

response

changes not.
i.
% : According to your faith, be it unto
you.'”
hw
’
Our teachers’ meeting never again heard
that strange but loving voice ; we know hot
if -its owner lives yet upon
this earth. But
-his words have lived, and of"
who heard
him, there isnot one teacher who does not

to-day thank him for the utterance.

Mbre

than one bowed low in sorrowful penitence,
and promised to have faith for to-day, and
work in the present; more than one has
proved that
faithful indeed are the wounds’
of a friend.
Y
‘When, six months later,

my

were parted, I knew that of the

faces that watched

me

from

boys

seven

and

this or that.

That seed did spring up and

bore: précious fruit.

not come

I

sad

the receding

to his

father’s

The

house,

prodigal returned

and

he looks back to

that lesson as his first stepping-stone on the
way.

x

A Fact.
The superintendent of a Sabbath school incidentally met a young man
whom he had known
as a boy in the street.

He needed.teachers in the school, and asked this. young man if he were willing to serve.
He acceded to the
request rather indifferently, but was ny
his place as a seach:

er.

The superintendent at length removed

to a distant

state,

Years

passed ere they

met again, and the teacher said:
. “You remember asking me to take a-class

in the Sabbath

school

at S——.

At that

time I was impenitent and indifferent to"
religion.

I took

the class out of

regad

for.

you, but God had other things in store for
me. My connection with that class led not

trations upon an exact S3egeei:. I have
only to my cahversion but temy
100°
Inone of our neighborhood prayer-meet- ‘seen sad blundersin Sabbath school publi- «deck, three I should surely see in heav- ‘to the ministry. I have completed my theen,
if
no
more
on
earth.
For
ings, a brother who was talking said: “If I cations in this direction. There is a valua- § hope, sure and steadfast, they Ifd each ological course at the seminary and am now
and were m Y | settled at B——.”
had accepted an agency from some person ble work, which appeared first as a series brothers in Christ. And to-day
I held in
of
‘in a Wesle
periodical in 1850,
who had commissioned me to an important
work, and in his absence this man should

presume, there’s

nothing

very

important

in this letter ; I will not trouble to look into
it,—what kind of an agent would I be?
What would my employer say to me. when

he learned how little effort I had made to
fulfill my partof the contract?

Now

Jesus

has commissioned us’to do his work, and he

and published in book-form in this country,
some of the blunders of which Nigy be Sivon
as an illustration of this part of the subject.
Speaking of Christ sending
his disciples to
fetch the ass upon which he rode into Jerusalem, ‘the author says that the children
may ask how Jesus knew the man would
let him have the ass. The answer would:
be that Jesus might have had a private interview, and
e an arrangement to send
his disciples to fetch the beast. Or, again,
suppose a man should go to the homeof his

has written us along letter. What will he ‘brother to borrow a book, but, not findin
say to us if we neglect to read carefully all him at home, he takes it; his brother woul
his will concérning us?”
And T thought:

Isn't it a precious truth

not be offended.
i
But as the explanation is itself unsound,

the illustration would not do at all. There
no intimation that" Jesus had a private
me? He, the great King, the mighty ‘isinterview
with the man, or that any brothCounselor, the Prince of peace, has written erhood vas recognized. Lét your il ustrato me and he says; “If you love me, keep tion be true. The children will in a momen
my commandments,” just as directly as if detect a false and defective illustration of a
lesson. The use of such an illustration rethere were no other person in the world.
A lettey, from the King of kings! Oh, sembles the aet of the man who cut a limb
that Jesus has written me a letter, yes, even

my hand a letter which bids me rejoice;
‘that of my flock, now only
one remains

without the fold of the good Sars

il

Very hob
do the , words. rise—dear
friends, might it not<be better if we had

each less future and more present
Christian Unvon,

~~

faith P—

.

A Goop ANSWER.—Never was a better
answer made than apoor Irishman made in

Conny barragh to a Catholic priest while

defending himself for re
the Bible,
“w
said the priest, * the Bible is for
] the priests and not for any the likes o’ you.”

‘Ah! but, sir,” he answered, .*‘T
was
THE REWARD.
It does mot consist in reading in my Bible, ‘ You shall read it to
children,’ and sure, the priests have
that which makes the purse heavier, or gives your
got no childeen,”
;
fame in the eyes of the world. Hear the
‘‘ But, - Michael,” says the
priest, ‘‘ you
experience of one teacher :
cannot understand the Bible.
1Itis not for
:
:
man,’
I began the work from a sense of duty. the likes of you to understand it,
i

Indeed,

—

T was not pressed into it by the so-.

licitations of*friends, or lack of laborers, I
felt that: I was doing nothing in Chris

‘“ Ah!

iA Yell, yor riverence, if I cannot

understs

it

‘do me

no ‘harm, and

what I can understand does me a heap of

’
vineyard, and conscience was ill at ease.
How thankful we should be for that silent | That was an answer and an argument.

good."

i

:

My beginning was small; I had “4 Very well, Mike,” said the priest;
and the church
but one or two scholars; I persevered, be- “you must go to the church,
came-—interested in my class, it increased in’
Il teach you. The church will give you
ve
numbers. Some. of my first members are | the milk of the Word.”
““ And," -said Mike, ‘where does the
still with me, having grown into woman-

| Monitor!

church get jt: from bag out of the Bible?

from a tree; he sat upon the limb, and hood ‘since they became members of my’ Ah! yer riverence, I would rather keep the
sawed it through between himself and the class. Five have united with the church, wor myself.”
edie
l
Biriate
for which I am thankful, [If my efforts in
he says, and with trembling and fear pub- trunk.
;
:
,
their behalf were. instramental in brin
lish to the world all his words. Ini this letBE CAREFUL IN THE USE OF LANGUAGE. them to _a knowledge of the truth
asit {s in vine" that is left to-ramble Sit grows
ter I find these words: ‘Whosoever. there- | There is no necessity to use that which is ‘Jesus,
give God the praise, for he it is that ‘all over the tyee-topis not half so much a
fore shall be ashamed of me and of my coarse or that has any approach to slang in giveth the increase, ™ =.
vine as Soe that a Lon back hitinly, and
i)
words, in thi§ adulterous and sinful gener- | try ing to make the truth comprehensible to. . At times, when discouragements arose, laid in fa
roportions on
the trel is, an

how eagerly should I hasten to know what

4

ation, of him also shall the Son of man be the ckildren. There is no necessity for our
the Scriptures in language
ashamed, when -he comethin the glory of ‘paraphrasing
that Is vulgar. The lips of genius have
hig, Father

with

,the

means a: great deal.

oly

angels,”

Not one

This

portion of

for two years.

must confess him before
men in/all our: do‘ings. If some part of his commission |

=

-

Their altars burned no more ;
Their prostrate forms insulted lay,

served three

;
and, sore
verely .afflibted with hoarseness

ly | throat, that he preached bit little, "if. any,

i

Thepheathen gods were foreed to yield,

years as chaplain, in 1864 he was:appointed

his letter. merely is to be read and obeyed,
but: the whole, © No matter if it costs us
great sacrifice and -evén life itself. ‘We

stant labor and exposure, he became so. se-

Arose to God a chapel rude

‘Where once a Roman city stood.

of

write me g letter and I should say: Well, I

the work of an evangelist at sixteen, -and
Rev. Jarius E. Davis, whose recent death. traveled in Crawford, Venango, and Erie
was briefly noticed, was horn in Stanstead, counties. © Feb. 21, 1844, he married Miss

|
4

WL

]

wiiy

the

a¥ the

same way more or less. May the Lord bless
means of support. But he died in the confidence that those who
had partaken of his all our friends, and have mercy upon all
H. WHITCHER.
spiritual things, would remember his dear our enemies.
New Gloucester, Me.
ones with temporal things in their time of
—o
SET
need. His last days were cheered
by the
sympathy and timely assistance of the
~ A Letter from Jesus.
church and community to which he last’
ministered, and their present pastor, Rev.

‘And we are glad that Self, or somebody,

makes us know that “ the soul that is full of

Both ‘parties complied

with these gonditions, and

nase

it has brought
:
e
great Teach
y sitting
at

; me into closer Sontaet A th i
than ever
re;
for o
. er

] Again, in your illustrations, : ;
fec
per
who
se
* /BE' Miyute. Do not be afraid
te be so
tho
y
onl
b that
on
teachingas some
to
apm
Wo.
of
the great King
are counted | clear i tachur upon
tritles.
If
a
lis
hes
Nov.
t0 a seat in his glorious Kingdom. ,
d the comprehension of a child, stop
ed home, and after a few days’ rest
And to you, wandering sinner, Jesus has explain if. Let the children see the mean6
Macedonian ery which came written a letter. “Have you.read this lettes, A
«all, so that the picture comes oat in
from western-N. Y., and spent some three which the blessed Jesus addressed to you ? all its beauty, and the children shall see it.
months in that part of God's vineyard in He has written to you, yes, to you, and
Do Nor se Dirruse. Do not spread the
laboring for Christ.» In March, 1854, the sealed‘it with his precious blood. It is ad thing over too great a surface. This is like
same cry from a man of Jackson, Mich., diressedto you personally, just as much. as drinking something out of a long-necked
bottle ; you see it so long before you get it.
was heard, saying, * Come over into Jack- if there was no oue else on earth. Oh,what The
children, then, wish you would come
‘son and help us.” This call was also will the great King say to yoy at the judg- to the end. Be direct, decisive, minute, but
obeyed with alacrity, and having labored ment, it you open not this letter he has not too diffuse, Apply rapid touches. Few
there some six weeks, he was called home written to you? 'Scorned, slighted, reject- men. can go out and paint a picture without
to burya little danghter,
ed; these words of Eternal Life,~no heed catching some idea that nobody thought of,
IN CoxcrLusioN. You give power with
In Aug. he settled as a pastor of the Jack- given to this wonderful plan of grace and
increase of. use in this
direction. Every
son church, where he preached some three redemption that Jesus has purchased ?
powéi of the mind will be developed b
years, during which time he held a proOlyno, you can not, dare not slight your cultivation. I remember when I went
tracted meeting at Spring Arbor. The only hope of peace here and of an entrance schqol first,,the master called me up to test
church there was without .form and void, to the city of our God where purity and | my powér of singing,
1 tried, with such
wretched result that he said, ‘‘My boy, you
and darkness. was upon the face of the peace and pleasure abide forever more.
will never sing.” I said, “I will sing.”
deep. Preaching commenrced,and the Spirit
.
H. ML,
And how I did work tolearn! Nobody
+
ob
af God moved upon the masses, -and God
helped me to make sounds right. Well,
said, Let there be light,and there was light,
| now. I ean not sing as well as brothei Phil
The Name of Christ.
Meetings were held every day and evening
lips, but I gan lead my congregation of a
thousand
ple. A stern determination to
for three months ; many gave their hearts to
A LEGEND
OF LAKE CONSTANCE.
develop
e latent faculties of the mind will
God, and the’ Spring Arboy church was re- | When o’er the Rhine the name of Christ *
succeed.
I am not sure that all men are
organized with D, Winton as pastor, upon
‘Was borne by holy men;
‘
not so nearly ul that geniug may not he
the condition that the minister should serve
Hard by lake Constance’s woody side,
another name for indomitable, plodding,
By hands more skilled with pen,
five years and the church should secure for
industrious energy.—Lloyd.

"Self, in mbst cases, is a very flattering
companion ; but for once we must believe
she tries to be plain, when she says we are
not growing oil beautifully and happily.
She tells us our gray hairs jncrease wonder-

sketeh first enjoyed the opportunity of seeing

;

the let er directs, we shall tlyfindkeeasp Fa
the.hmlast
y

Quarterly Meeting, that the compiler of this

and hearing him.

because it ‘breaks megs] edge, hut I ean humbl

# (stone breaker

if we do not do just exactly as hearts

40 | er matter

hid

\

Ohio, be remained till the

summer of 1836, when

Quarterly Meeting,he spent one of the most

kles menacing our youth, we ask, ourselves,

—Hoy

ds | sons trivial to us,and'we think it will ney:

buldQ. M., in 1534. About this time he
| spent two or thrée months preaching in |
Michigan,
co
|
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was tempted to abandon the work, but God,
in his mercy, has given me strength to re-

0)

gion

:

:

Sk

: fi ‘man that has his own
way, and rambles just as his affections

tied there.

sist the temptation, and I thank him for it, | choose to go, isnot halfso much
a man as
A. and am still continuing in the good way.
one whom God has tenderly pruned; and.
the
: 1 have already ‘told you ofone reward cut back, and laid, and tied in. In the case
of our Lord, “Ye do err, not that is
iven to teacherse—that of winning: of the man, as in that of the vine, Thy one
| orifiures ior the power of souls to Christ. But tWink you that he that hat is wisely cheoked and trained
becomes
aid that the Saviour meant to Re
opors 8 not isl wavered
word fruitful,
and the fruit
becomes better.
‘You are aset of ignorant experiegee in imparting religiotis jnstre‘Avugood man's life, Mke the mountain
isan outrage upon the puricy tion “to others’ he ne. most beneficial to topy~
ks beautiful -boeause
- it: is nearer
». Weneced not say the Bible is myself, not only in acquiring Biblital knowl- hea ven,

sometimes ; i guilty..of ‘this thing,
m an of great genius, once paraph

k ow

od

w,

ivy

!
“iy
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i
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tat] That doctor of le divinity

ou

May NaE man
oer

of life?
titute the: chief end
Ds

1871.

15."

her
Bn
wa ited T thinkGalea?
ion
ramos.
your
win
comply
i
sebiies,
|
Selections,
our’ Lord | ¢ t préuich plain and simply is a great art.” |
that he would help mo. . And | stowed, can never meet?
Mprayed
cvet,
dati
ls

TT VT.

ES
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Covenant.

of the

Women

has)

;

.

duty I found more and more freedom, more,

light, more strength, more aid of the Spirit

m.

whose lands brought

prosperous man

the

tically,

grew the pietare

whenhe

“in his eye,

very scholas-

and the people blessed” him.
preached Ber-|
he, “I
terday,” said
nard ; to-day I preached Christ!” TLuther

3 ch ully, and who, in yiew of his acThe courage of the Women cof the | When our church was formed I saw that | forth
to his soul. ** Soul
Covenant must not be fargotten. Truly, God had been preparing me for an impor-7 oi, ulated treasures said
from. Lady Hamilton, standing on. Leith | tant work, You know that our people are | pike thine ease eat: drink and be ‘merry,

“Turn to the Right”
.

|[

9

cat

i

who was |}
he late Bishops ofwit Lichfield,
and learning, was,

alike remarkable for

traveling in a

his death,

Before

long

Al

16 1 an
‘om mission

when a bluslainly, | railway carriage in England, Si
man exclaimed,—
SR

Te

gf

The next d

Ea

ast

:

not

the learned mon applauded

and

a

PE,

often

Luther. said, that|

imitators,

mirers and

su t sueh a manas that whom I heard St. Bernard one day preached

I went forward in the path of | }oq

he did.

tn

A

dictiopary I"

‘

35 cealth. {owever .bountifiilly be

I did nat leave the matter here, but in se- | pcan"

Wade

x

4

in reliance upon

for guidapce, 1 resolved,

should like to meet that Bishop of
-"
Lichfield; T'd puta question to him that | _

| for thou hast much goods laid up for many | beautifully said :

her pistol and gold bullets | not accustomedto help the uinister SAITY
. “When I preach,
God's esti
to shoot hér son if he landed—to | on the meeting. In the new: organization I years.” But you remember
down ! 1 regard neither doctors nor mag- | corner; “now is your time ; for I am the bishthis
of
|
take
to
ready
member
only
the
myself
[found
covwith
and
Frosperons
and
complacent
man
:
silent
Isabel Weir," sits
:
istrates, of whom are here in this church | op.
a
part.
Consequently
the
responsibility
of
e—
corps
nd's
“Thou
fool,
this
night
shall
thy
soul
be
rehusba
e her
0
ered face beside
The man was' rather startled, but present- :
multithe
to
eye
an
have
I
but
forty,
above
»
/
measure, has dethey were high-hearted women, those of the | that meeting, in.a great
serys ly said, * Well; my lord, can you tell me the THE
fall of a noble volved upon me. The brethren took to qui oa gf thee. Moi: Bin gorules) Be Ji tudes of young people, children, and

shore, with

ready

gh-ljoar true,
tn
$lended with yet a nobler guile,
simplici
most dish rested in their attachment, most
devoted in their principles, and equally
brave and sagacious in the use of means in
ir husban sor lovers’ rescue or defense.
Their ornamen ts were not of gold or pearls,
on
ostly array—the simple snood, the coif,
Tone
eo yyery their
enthe. was
w. ind there:
vassod I ‘but
bh
the en-

and

show,

passed

that within which

| me, und 1 have been the means of strengthand bringing some of them out.
| ening them,
| It is'a source of great, satisfaction to think
that thus I am able to do something for the
cause of Christ,» I was anxious to let you.
know to what results your simple question
[ has led, It may encourage you to seek to
active a service.”—dAm.
others into
wi
\
Mess
|| bring

thusiasm which pervaded Scotland nowhere

beat more powerfully than in-the hearts of
her daughters. Now, they concealed their
husbands undér beds, or in Tumber-rooms,

disre

and I deserve it.

me;

and

rags,

with

empty cradles

the

filled

this means.

in search, they | know what

s came

to

me not fail herein.— Cong.

gre committing

God is'punishing | Japs and

120 Hanover Street, Boston.
home

i

»

The Last Time.

|

:
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{A

this folly.

a stam
Rasen

speak of the goodness of God, and urge
man ask : for? But-can.} an immortal soul
sinners
to come to this fountain of life.
feed on these? Just as muchas could the |

I have been hrought

up religiously, and I know my duty, but I
A last time we shall have of gpeaking to
onthe husk
digal
-of a prayer for | poor, starving; dyi
| havé' not made a syllable
awaken: suspicions
father or
a belovel brother, sister, er kind
or ing
nts, Now, |years! God knows this, and he is taking Dich: row on. pd ad
of the
J ba her, or it hay hes fo Shase Whe know
, like the immortal Bessie Magluge, in Seott, yay his . Ghild from prayetiess parents, Reflector.
them, lest the absence

continuedto -roek
of 'the infants sh
as to the errands:

they sat at the turning of two ways, ai
the eventide, and warned the lonely fugi-

husbands in|

their

assisted

they

Now,

Not for

a lion in the. path,

was

that there

tive

out hollow spots of refuge

Og Ou Bolo pots

w
the

child did

and wife as sinners,

The Traveler in the Snow.
:

you understand the

uid wl Jit;

i

.

hight

tain

last prayer lhe

; 3

ymn of

praise he will

ble, wheneyer the darkness fell, moment?” I went down on my knees with at night, there fell a weight upon his brain
and the darker the better—and better still if that ‘suffering pair beside théir dying child. and eyes which seemed to be irresistible.
the wind was loud, and the rain falling I went away to conduct a service elsewhere, In vain he strained his utmost energiesto
thick—did these gallant matrons lift up their and in a few hours called again. . 1 found shake off that fatal heaviness. At this crismall bundles - of dvisions, draw their the little creature breathing its last, but the sis of his fate his foot struck against a heap
- _ plaids closely aroun them, and set out to father rejoicing in ahope in Christ! The that lay across his path. No stone could be
visit the dark caverns, or pits, or the sides next day he said to me, ‘‘I understand now colder or more lifeless: He stooped to touch
of the precipices, Where their husbands were why God sent this darling daughter into it, “and found a human body half buried in
lurking, and feed and comfort them there. the world. It was that she might go home, | the snow. The next moment the traveler
When tried by horrid tortures to reveal the to heaven early, and take my soul there had taken a brother in his arms, and was
his - hands and chest and brow,
spots of their retreat, they refused. When with her.” Both that father and mother chafing
led out, as was often the case, to die beside made a profession of their faith immediate- ‘breathing upon-the stiff, cold lips the warm
them; they
took it right =Joyfully. And ly, and he is now a useful officer ina neigh- breath of a living soul; pressing the silent
many a
drink of whey, and piece of oat-cake boring church. He awoke ip the morn- héart to the beating pulse of his own gener:
pi
es
did -they, standing at the door of their ing a prayerless sinner; hefore sundown ous bosom.
The effort to save another had brought.
dwellings, give, at the hazard of their own he was a convicted ‘and converted man.
hack to himself life and warmth and energy.
safety, to the haggard wayfaring men, who He came to Jesus straightway.
This case was according to the Scriptural He was a man again, instead of a weak
were pursued by the voice of the blood of

Magus Muir or

well.

rout of

Honor

them,

airs: 0

Never

wherefore they
for this’ great

Let

:

are

even in

sensibility, or of morbid | thonsand times.

that fatal evening

nothing,

all serious impressions

of New

tl

:

less expense,

sumed

[came

have

whole,

wome n, as’a

but our

to

Jesus he submitted to be operated | panes

iour

.

;

cr-mectng?

o}

ry Amp »

3 se op

Ho

a
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I

you begin; and of that ns

|

iar

refusing

ak

os

eu He | Se offered:

er

to take what you ask for, when it

cots
looked up and saidWith
with considerable
emotion, “TI willtry.” I waited for a convenient
oportunity.

One stormy evening, when but

few were present, at the opening

of the

meeting, I asked him to lead in prayer.

1

up ‘the sin that keeps the key:

at sin 1s, locking the Saviour out, He
has knocked long and often. But Christ
gives last knocks! Lest he he giving his
last knock at your heart now, I entreat

you

to open the door to him. straightway.—Rev.
’
He didso with evident
embarrassment.
Messenger.
utterance, un-It T. L. Cuyler, in. American
prayer, feeble-in
a broken
was
:
A
t
attractive
in language, and one that on some
Point.”
n
i
“«
impres‘minds would make an. unpleasant
Point.
The Main
sion, Yetin ; those . broken utterances you
it,
recognize a broken
and and con trite spirit,
b
could uld recogni
+ a heart pleadin with God. I continued to|

sal Ypou him,

Hurrying

g

we

¥ ™
Washington

Son

through

to

He grew.
plesent.
© His
disappeared.

His.
beommne
voideembatrass.

Strong; hig prayers appropriate and fluent.
his place among the reliable ones
He took
in our prayer-meeting,

Mime

passed on,

order (Seotch)

the place.

was

;
.
Street,

for a while, | one day last week, I passed two gentlemert

take the opportunity when only a faw | who were in earnest conversation.

xment

+

being cautious,

Ji /

A a.

his own

about to. be formed

in

One of

Jo parr
fo. be
business schemes
someendenvoring
other into
suadetwothe sebimed
| the
Just-asT{|
Tesitaged,
he
which
to
regard
| in
| was passing [ heard these words: *¢ Yes,
that’s the main point: Plenty of dollars and
good health ; what more does a man want?”
I was soon out of hearing. . Do mot know |

With the kindest feclings on | what was tho reply.

‘That was the only sen-

distinctly on my ears. But
. both sides he withdrew from us; and cast in | tence that fell
his ot with the new organization, But this | it lingered with me, and furnished food for
ful fruit of this sim- | reflection as I went from place to place over
. ‘was not the end. The
question

- ple’

did

not’

yet

appear.

. + time after, the sarfie man came to me,

Some-

[the

city.

“Yes,

thaf’s

say- | Plenty of dollars and

*
ing:
a. Do you remeniber asking me if I was

more: doe: a man

the

good

want?”.

main

at the

Also. Zor the XE EDITION tue

Toman. at 100

WHiv

take this rifle With you? If ras

before. the foundation of the world

that you |

point.

health; what

necessary ; so why take it with you at all?”
“Yes,” he replied, “‘to be sure, my dear,
of
Beurse you.are all very right, and that is
a very proper view ; but, see here, my dear
—now—really—but

: Knocking out Infidelity. :
A late English paper has an account

given by | after

3

oot

book issued for

3

most

troublesome

.children or adults is

then, you see, my dear

ment
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probationary

As soon as I enfered the | reat majority even in the Christian land |

but a few hours.

their

with

their husbands were away

brief life is

that, then, can there be a greater folly than
that of living wholly for the present—of

1 was once calléd to the house of a friend

Now, | whose child was dying.

suers, and answered their questjons..

when

this, and if this
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| Way to heaven P ”
| ‘* Nothing easier,” answered the bishop; |
| you have only to turn to the right, and go
| straight forward.”

ants, of whom are more than two thousand.
I preach to those! A préacher should direct his preaching to the poor and simple
sort of people, like i mother that stills her
child,
dandles and plays-with it, presentin
it with milk from her own breast, and needing neither mélmsey nor muscadin for it.”
soldiers to ** fire
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| septain that he is not within twelve hours of
Can that be the chief good which
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| 1¢ nity by a. tenure so. uncertain? If this
| Jife were all, if death wete the end of us, if
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would the case be different. Then it might
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If I had ESaWE last Sabbath, that my her peighibors heart will sink ini deepen as
as explicit a recognitfon of the doctrine of case would have been brought to a final de- she sees only one returning of the two tht
cision at so early a date, I would have went away. + And then what thrilling tales
future punishment as though the ‘word| ‘taken a more active
in your services;
gchenpa had been put into every evangelical but whatever words of w
may will be told to eager throngs all through the
‘narrative and every apostolic epistle. . (3.) | have left unspoken, I will be: thankful to country towns, as these returned heroes
The use made of the word gehenna by Christ you for giving utterance to. them, Pro- relate how a victory was_won, or how a
lin Matt. 10: 28 , and Luke 12: ..5, seems crastination is dangerous in regard. to | comrade died, or how the heart was continoEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
worldly matters, and 1 desire to present
Po
‘| to forbid its full’application to the fires that this most undeniable fact to the mind of ev- ually coming home to friends and comforts
i A All communications designed Tor publication
burned in the valley of Hinnom. “For it ery
J{ndividual,
that procrastination is while the hody was biv ouscking in’ storms
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on | is not the body that is to go into gehenna,
|
’
doubiNlangerous
when indulged in rela and rifle-pits.
business, remittances of money, &c., should be adBut Gérmany'is not alone in rejoicing
but the soul; and the “punishment is to fol- tion to spiritual matters,
dressed to the Publisher.
I would be very happy to have an oppor- over het returning soldiers, She is giving
'| low after the body has lost its life and men
tunity for giving a true account of my teel- liberty to imprisoned
Frenchmen, and
are able to do’ no more; and itis to be in- ings concerning the all-important subject
Special Notice.
whole
battalions
of
them
are
pressing back
flicted by God himself. Men could put the before leaving the County Jail, but such is
to
France.
Troops
in
the
‘north.and
west
an
impossibility,
as
the
5
P.
M.
train
will
rethe
body
into
those
fires
in
the
valley
of
Hinto
Particular attention is ‘called
convey me to my destination, I din very are relieved, and the conquering Germans,
ENnom,—the
literal
gekhenna;
bat
after
their,
AND
GREEK
AL
‘CRITIC
the
‘of
cent offer
thankiul to my excellent Jailer and his famE THE NEW TESTA- power is spent, what ‘is the spiritual” or ily for the uniform kindness they have al- going home to rejoice over their victory and
GLISH CONCORDANC,OF
use its’ results, meet the conquered FrenchMENT ” as a premium for new subscribers. | metaphorical gehenna into which God casts ways manifested towards me, and also to
men, coming back to brood over their de|
any
to
the
soul
?
Not
the
fires
that
flamed
at
the
,
postpaid
the
officers
of
Justice.
If
any
of
the’
Y.
M,
book,
the
send
will
, We
feat
and repair its damages. Of course, this
C.
A.
should
visit
Concord
during
my
term
' person who will forward us three. new sub- south of Jerusalem, most certainly. What
of
imprisonment,
I
shall
be
rejoiced
to
talk
will suggest to the latter the little time ago.
else,
but
the
experience
of
moral
discipline
adin
t
scribers to the Star, with paymen
with them, and will take great pleasure in when, in the warm summer and cheered
and punishment in which the Jews of that answering
:
vance, viz., $7.50.
their letters if’ they address any by song and gayety,
they too . were
age believed, and which they were accus- tome.
Yours Very Respectfully,
°
marching up toward Berlin, as well as the
tomed to deseribe in the use of this very
GEO. Rey NOLDS,
Seeking for Reasons.
later time, when,amid the storms of autumn
word ffi question, * gehenna ? So that the
&e., ie. dere.eral: appears to be quite

ita + WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 1871.

A clerical friend, who holds and preaches
the Universalist faith, presents the follow-

| alleged silence of a part of the New Testament writers in respect to this word does
not appear to lessen in the least the force
of the argument which makes gehenna
stand for the experience of future punish-

ing statements and queries :
Dear Sir: The word gehenna (hell)
is supposed to denote a place in the immor= world,
y’ the

where those ot Jodsemied here
1 of Christwill have to endure

tho wrath "of an avenging God, and suffer
the endless ages
of eternity. Now
over the

~ through
in

New Testament, I find

this word used by Christ and the apostle
James, and by no other writer. Neither

- Paul, Peter, John nor Jude

all their

writings.

have

Now

used it in

what I wish to

know is, how this silence is to be accounted

- for, if they understood

gur Lord to mean by

it a place for the wicked
after death... Wij!
. youtHhrowissome light upon this subject, and
ex

na
ey oat
wait gbout gefuenua was spoken to: the Jews, and not to
ntiles. How shall we account
this
i
gon also ?
,
A WORD OF REPLY.

——————_,.

hE

s

1. Ttis very easyto ask

puzzling

for
:

ques-

EE

tions,~much easier, often, than to answer
very plain apd simple ones, It-+is not nec-

essarily a very forcible argument that has
been framed in support of any theory, when

an unanswerable

inquiry has

noris there the slightest

been made ;

reason

ment.

A New Method of Reform.

of that

character.

such a subject as this ; ‘but the vital thing is

for hesita-

so to welcome the truth

that

it shall make

thing

can

equal

the

heartlessness

would resort to such treatment, it must

that

be

us fri¢hds forever of him who is the soul's
everlasting refuge and redeemer.

Therearea

A Word to be Read.

between the lower and the higher nature

make sorry work of that. And so, though
we could venture several hypotheses, we
do not especially care to exefcise our in_Zenuity on that subject, but prefer to say
fact that the word gekenna “was chiefly adJewish

hearers

and

readers;

since Christ mostly confined his instruetion
to Jewish audiences, and James directed

his epistle especially to *“ the twelve tribes
which are scattered abroad.”
If the gen“tiles failed to hear the word, it was because

they were not in the audience when it was

spoken ; and if they failed to read it, it was
because they were not of the company to
whom the letter containing it was addressod. —Besides, the word was of - Jewish ori-

. gin; it described, in its literal signification,

prominent and well known spot ‘close by the

Jewish capital ; and its terrible metaphor
~jeal import had been derived from some of
_ the most
experiences connected

© with Jewish history and life. Ttowas ‘in-

" tensély expressive tothe Jew, appealingat
once to his knowledge, his imagination and
his heart ; and standing,—as

Josephus tells

fies that,

us in his discourse concerning Hades,—for
all that is fearful in the punishment visited
* upon sinfil and rebellious souls. To the

ethical

sentiment

into a

naturally vicious

out

of 400 cases

that have

been

that if our own fathers and motjfers could
where liquor has not manifestly been at the have the management of some of these asylums for crime, their inmates -would present
gentileit was as yet far less expressive, bottom of the mischief and the crime. The a-better record and come sooner to a higher
fact
ought
to
startle
even'reckless
men
who
© andeoit would convey only’ a fraction of
plane of life? It is simply because our
the meaning fo Lim thatit would to the support intemperance, shame every man parents won and guided us by, love, and it
tried before him, there are less than twenty

that keeps any sense of responsibility and
honor out of the circle -of the traffic, and
stir the purpose of every sworn magistrate
and loyal citizen.

pir

8. If the questions asked above are in~ tended to convey. thé idea «that the word,
Jake na can not hee reference to punish-

in the future life, and that the doc-

trine which teaches such

a punishment can.

not be true, we have'to say that ‘the logic

seems to us very inconclusive’ and vary fee-

ble.

(1.)

Christ is the sure and infallible

teacher. . If we are to, distrust

others, we

“must, if we are- real disciples,
word as final, even if no human

accept hix
voice ech-

<qes or endorses it. And he used that word
, and always in connection with
tho most solemn. and emphatic warnings

sin. -Mustone : divest those utter; ances ofthe Great Teacher of their signifi“ cance, because they are. not taken‘up and

To

|

me Y. M. STC

members of your ‘Association for the kind|
interest manifested in my Lon
wel-

fare during the time

that I have

an inmate of your City Prison.
an attentive hearer, during

Home from War.

been

I have been
“the deliv-

of future punishnient

—

Pr

6

taken out
idk

as

"dark-]

¥ lie, A

of your feeling and excel-

Toll.ho Shot

this

um

Anxious mothers will Jook out at their doors

A
me Bon
ision. lt Lok

down the country road, to see if the ox-

pi

-

Cw

10 ho doctrine

der the care of

the.church, buf are not eligi-

thorough

competitive

examinations . the

pastors, superintendents and commit- each candidate in respect to age, health,
tees, that a good supply of 8. 8. books is character, knowledge and pil for the

our

constantly Kept

at this office, embracing,

branch of service into which he seeks to enal and or this ;
s Hio President :

besides our own publications, the books of autho
back -most of the Publishing Houses that make conduct

the

fearful imprecations

that

were

pro-

nounced by vengeful Frenchmen that day
in Paris as they peered through- the blinds
upon their despised enemy as he marched

in triumph

through

their streets. That

scene well represents the present spirit of
the two mations. Henceforth the: controlling thought of France will be of vengeance ;
that of Germany, to incorporate the results
of her victory into her own national
strength.
This may not be strongly * prophetic of.
continued harmony, but as the soldiers in

to

emp!

- shid owe

Ag

suitable

to

persons

prescribe their

Denominational News and Notes,

cities.

We

hope for orders, many of them,

and the larger they are thé more satisfactory they will be. Where our schools are so
situated that they feel obliged to go to Boston for supplies. we especially call their attention to the House of D. Lothrop & Co.,
88 and 40 Cornhill, where all our own publications .will be found and sold at the lowest. figure, and wherea very large and rich
assortment of books of all kinds, and other
articles .such

as are

soi Las yel come in sight ; and how

Directly along the northern
state is situated

four Q. Ms.

side of this
viz., McHen-

ry, Fox River, Boon Co., and Apple River.
:
For agricultural purposes, this belt of
country equals,perhaps in some respects ex-

cels, any other part
of this wonderful prairie state,
and is as healthyas any partof
the great west. Settled by a very enterkept at the bookstores,
prising class of people, mostly from the on the most favorable eastern and middle states, manyof the

will be furnished
terms. We are seeking to meet a declared want of our schools,

and now

look for

the patronage which has been impliedly
promised, —We would also’ remfnd our

farmers are

becoming

very

wealthy, and’

‘probably the schoo! buildings in nearly all
the towns are not excelled in any other,
tate.
The free school system prevails
here.- Hence every child has an opportunity of acquiring a ‘good education. These

readers that a new volume of the.Myrtle,—
a Sabbath school paper that meets with
wide and strong favor,—will be commenc- schools are operated upon the graded &ysed with the issue for April 1. We hope to tem, and great caré is taken not to employ
add thousands to the edition which we any but first class teachers, and as might
have heretofore worked off and distributed. be expected they produce as efficient scholSend the orders to this office.
ars as can be found in any. part of the country.

ob>)

~V

So much, thes, for the agricultural and
“THE GOLDEN AGE.” The initial puiber
of Mr. Tilton’s paper did not reach us in sea- educational facilities of northern Hlinois.
son for a notice list week.

We have

But for some cause, these Q.

look-

Ms.
are all in

their visiIt is a weak and’ scattered comdition,
The Fox
not very large, but presents a neat and bility, even, looking doubtful,
tasteful | appearance. Though not having River Q. M. was once a strong body
mogehan
a third of the area of the Inde- of Christian workers, was blessed with a
each army go about domestic affairs, and. pendent, and costing half a dollar more per first class ministerial talent and as might
the passions excited by the struggle are’ volume, yet it abounds in vigor and mag- have been expected, many strong churches
allowed to cool, there will come bétter netism. There is not a dull column nor a were raised up in her borders, Many comed it over

and

through with care.

thoughts, and their children, if not the pres- * stupid paragraph. Mr. Tilton's peculiarient soldiers themselves, will be less influs’ ties appear in all departments, though there

enced by the old vengeful feelings.

France

are

articles from Greeley,

modious houses of worship were erected,
but, strange as it may appear, the disposi-

tion to emigrate is as rife hére asat the cast,

Oliver Johnson,

Mrs. Child, &e,; and Mr. Clarke, who so
ably edited the Liberal ‘Christian, is associated with Mr. T. Theologically, it is . to
nations, if not she herself, will see in her
be cosmopolitan’; as the editoy says its coldownfall ypromise of the improved condition
Samus will be open “ to the free entrance of
of all Europe. With United Germany for
all types of opinion<orthedox and heteroher tutor she can not but develop a higher
dex,”
Christian and pagan.” And

with quite as fatal results, for by it many of

can not but feel chagrined that, at this late
age, she must begin. life anew. But other

of law or the conscience;

and -that the

citizenship and general good conduct of the
negro would at least make his life secure

in the paper,

here

printed,

these once strong and prosperous churches
have lost their visibility ; others can hardly
be. said to possess any practical existence,
not being able to raise the salary the ministry of the present day demand. oy

men can be found who have sufficient

which was re-

for perishing’ souls, and

love for

bleeding

jected from ‘the Independent, he says Christ and famishing Zion, to enter these neglectwag not a.Christianas he meant a Christian

ed fields, and risk something in regard to...
salary, I see very little hope for these dying
of God in"the Psalms
as *‘ the flame-lit churches. Oh, is there no balm in Gilead ?
scowl of an angry Jupiter,” &c. The Gold- and have we no physician who will come
en Age is sure to be a live, audacious, vig- and prescribe for these feeble and sickly
orous, brilliant paper; but its theology is sons and daughters, of our beloved Zion ?
likely to be the.strangest jumble of incohe- Let no one suppose that penuriousnessis
renzes and antagonisms that this nineteenth the cause why these churches are so many .
century has shown us. « The
f rheto- of them destitute of the stated ministry of
ric may be steady like the sun, but the faith the word. A more liberal class of persons
is ,almost -sure to flash and fade like the Ihave never seen ; the paucity of their numnorthern lights,
bers is the difficulty. In just twenty-six -

to be ; and he speaks of hy hoprsenaons

' THE

CRUSADE AGAINST, MR,

days I shall have

reached the sixty-second

SUMNER, year of my earthly mission ; nevertheless, I

The reorganization of the Committees ‘in have been
graveling fifty miles every two
the Senate furnishes an opportunity to the weeks during this very stormy winter,
President, and others who dislike Mr. Sum-

preaching to one of these weak and wither-

ner,

ing vines for no

to

crowd

him

out

of one

of the

compensation

other than

most important positions, and one for which what just two families felt able to pay me.
he is conceded to possess a fitness equaled The prospeetis, the little church will not
by that
of no other man in our public life. only live, but in due time move their locaThe only special and apparent reason for this tion (rom the country into a flourishingR.
movement is found in the fact that he has R. village, and build a good house of woropposed the project for securing San Do- ship. ‘Such a prospect,even, is already felt
mingo, a measure on which Gen. Grant has to be better than gold, for it makes
an old
set his heart. Doubtless this practical dig | man
n feel young again. Who will go and
ference between the . two men has been dis- | resuscitate another ‘feeble church and re-

and render his primary. rights respected.
no ade- new his age in the same way,~ who ?
On more or” less of thesouthern territory, agreeable to both, but we can see
life is assuming an orderly aspect and set- ‘quate reason fin it for thus punishing the
P. W. Berxwnar.’

maintained; they give a wide befth to the
‘militia and the federal tr roops ; and they are

far. on ‘the way to safety while the smoke
still rises from the dwellings they have fired,
| and while the bodies they have riddled with
bullets or hung to the tree are yet warm,
It shows that the barbarism nurtured by

© What happy Hoiirto there are in Germany slavery “struck its roots very deep into
this
week. Thousands of the troops that} the Southern soil, and dies hard. . A ConTout exhortations, and doubtless it will aflight
to have
me express my have bgen these six months in France, gressionsl Committee is busy with the work
may ecleddy
in the use of other
ope in the Christ
whom you fighting for Fatherland, are about return- of investigation, and it is hoped that some
and phrases. It is not dependent held na
ing home. How. song and laughter will measures may be taken before the adjourn
m ny gingle term orset of terms, any
Petry :Trreceived a ert” ‘sentence awake the villagers along their homeward ment to crush out this lawlessness and make
doctrines are; and it can, | Sous
fom gop lead] ly Judge, and I feel very
other doctrines, be assumed and im- thank fou hia lemony; ind
1 desire the route, and how chéér after cheer will ring these outrages too costly for indulgence,
plied, and so be testified to quite
as clearly prayers of the Christin men and women of out on the air as they tread their native soil For such. crimes as these the sternest disci:
it ‘were affirmed in explicit terms. this city to. my Father in heaven that he again, How they will revive the memories pliné is the most mercifial,
may forgive the grievous sins that I hyve of the short hut eventful campaign; as they
fof 3men going away dommitted against him.
: n Christ sf
A QUESTION.: A correspondent inquires
+ The use of into
drinks has brought are hurriedly borne, along towards ‘home
and peace. What eager -inquirers there what class or classes of persons are meant
me
to
my
present
deplorable
and
degradin,
3
dw
:
a
and I implore you to bring this ‘will be at_the stations as train after train by the compilegs. of the'Treatise, when they
| fact to the@ noties of the-young men of this comes in laden with soldiers, ‘How many speak, in Art. V...Section 4, of the Usages,

frequently “repeated by the . lips of ‘men? eringof many

3 Bh

uy

Hox:

ous to my rembval their inmates, there would be no occasion
from the County Jail to the State Prison,11| for the unpleasant disclosures that are now
desire to ~ express my thanks to many of the 80 frequently made.
Gentlemen:

The. last Con

ble to official
pd®itions or entitled to vete in ‘doorto civil office, and character and eflichurch meetings.
Fae
ciency the conditions of continued service.
Le
e———t
:
The following is the section which was
SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
As the tacked to an appropriation bill, and passed :
That the President of the United States
season ‘approaches for filling empty shelves
in our 8. 8. libraries, or for replacing the be and he is hereby authorizedto prescribe
such rules and regulations for the admis
old and worn collection of books with one
sion of perso ns into the civil service of the
that is new and fresh and attractive, we United
States
as will best promote the efwish, with particular’ emphasis, to remind ficiency thereof, and nscertain the fitness of’

truest and broadest minded statesman that
is to that sentiment that our hearts uncon- ‘tling down into a better system. But in‘the
America can boast. Mr. Sumner- does inCarolinas,
and
some
portions
of
Kentucky,
ciously pay hogor. It is similar to the feeldeed have something of the domineering
ing that must have been in the heart of the worst outrages of the Ku Klux organization
reappear.
Bands
of
disguised
and
element
in him ; he is thoroughly conscious
But we will not keep sur readers longer Martha when she said,—*Lord, if thou armed men scour the country, robbing, rav- of his abilities ; ‘he does now and then ashadst
been
here,
my
brother
had
not
died.”
from the letter.
© writer. was convicted
aging, tlireatening, murdering, and ithe; sume & somewhat high and mighty tone
of burglary, and mtenced to two years .in It was the volce of a soul burdened with escaping the vigilance of ‘the officers of ju
When’ dealing with men of less character
the State Prison af Concord.” We see no grief, but expressing its conviction of the tice, or defying their authority, or terr 5- and ability; he contends for what he
impropriety in letting his signature to the unchanging nature of thas love which could ing the people into silence apd acquiescence, counts. 4 Principle like a Cromwelletter remain as he-wrote it, as he has put neither inflict needless suffering in one case
It is hard to root out these gings of despera- lian puritan, ve fesists pressure like
down his false pride, and wishes his testimo- not allow it to continue in another. If but does. They rove from town to town by the grawite of his own New England.
ny tobe as expigit as possible. Here is a portion of the same love could fill the the aid of accomplices who seem to be peade- For these reasons, many of his broth.
hearts of those who manage our criminal
the letter:
ful citizens ; they infest neighborhoods where er senators have a permanent spite against
institutions, and impress itself upon the
‘efficient and organized resistance can not be him, and the President, seeing that he can
:
Dover JalL, Marca 1, 1871.
hearts, and wrap itself about the lives of

better taught Jew. And the New) Testament writers are not wont to waste their
timein the use of perplexing, or weak, or

unfit words. ~

toiled

SERVICE ‘REFORM.

are, would prefer to enter into the fellow- tion of reform in the Civil Service. "Though
ship of a F. Baptist church a's far as is con- the action was defectivé in failing to- point
sistent, rather than unite with a Pedobap- out the methods of procedure with real
tist church or remain quite outside of nll definiteness, and in permitting rather than .
church organizations.
Those who have requiring a change of policy, yet the wedge
been tonnected with Pedobaptist churches is entered, ‘the first step is taken. The .
constitute, so far as we know, most of the President has the power,—we trust he may
small class among us who are received un- also show
the . disposition,—to
make

which the best souls in the community find disposition. To try by any extent of shffergoing on daily within themselves,
ing to so endanger the union of body *and national life, and reach, ultimately, a more
"2. They offer
a field, by no’ means the spirit that the latter, for the sake of" still in- honorable position than she has ever yet
most hopeless or discouraging,
for the habiting the former, will yield its stubborn- attained. She will be steadied by the, un-'
Christian, sympathy and effort of those who ness and submit to authority that jt despis- wavering firmness of the Teutons, and
aim to be earnest workers for Christ. The es, is -sure to result in failure. Which saved from frequent repetitions of those
young men of our Christian Associatibns simply megns that any reasonable boy, and mad
adventures
which
have hitherto
are applying both the spirit and precepts of especially such as find their way to our re- proved so ruinous. The grip of a strong
their Master, antl opening their hearts to form schools, would sooner die than yield hand isdn her, and there are old insults to
his promise, when they carry his word to to frowns and blows.
:
be avenged as well as present national -duthe cell of the prison.
Evengthere the soil | We do not know the nature of the boys ties to be performed before this hand can be
will now and then be foun
ready and who are sent to Westbrook for moral im- wholly removed. It may chafe and worry
waiting for the good seed of the king- provement, but we are pretty” certain what her for a while, but it will be likely to work
dom.
it will be if the present discipline is persist- good results. The soldiers on, both sides"
ed
in. As many as survive the tortures of that have done such valiant" fighting, can
3. The career of crime very generally
begins with the use of the cup, and the the institution will come out with every hardly do otherwise than use peace for the |
:
drinking saloon is the vestibule of the pris- particle of manhood destroyed, with every highest advantage.
on. The statement of the writer of ‘this let- noble and generous sentiment crushed out,
RELICS OF THE REBELLION, The state of
ter is equally plain as it respects himself, with every evil propensity stimulated to
things
at the South is sad and disappointing.
dominant
activity,
and
practically
better
fitand true as it applies to others. The keeper of the jail in question testifies that, dur- ted for the prison’ and the gallows than We bad hoped that the rule of lawless and
brutal violence there was nearly over; that
ing his experience, covering a period of six for any.creditablé career in life. With such
the conquered rebels were disposed to be ormethods'of
impelling
reforms,
it
can
hardly
months, he has yet to find the first criminal
derly and peaceful ; that the crime of being a
consigned to his care whose offense did not be wondered” at that our legislatures are
republican
instead of a democrat was mot
spring from his use ,of intoxicating liquor, constantly memoriatized for added approone to be tried and disposed of by Judge
priations
to
dam
the
swelling
He
vil.
And the judge of our Munieipal Court certiWhy is it that many of us so
ink Lynch instead of being referred to the courts

frankly, “ We don't know.”
. It seems very easy to account for the
dressed to

they

ave

been sprinkled for baptism, and

.| crushed and bleeding, pursued by defeat a specialty of juvenile literature. Our own dutics, ud to establish
ng for the
-|-and death and all the horrors of war, And list is now pretty large and varied, and new conduct
who may receive
ap-If statements recently made in the Maine this will. help to embitter the cup that is and “excellent books are being constantly pointments the civil seryice.
Legislature are rue, the management of pressed to their lips; but with it all. the added.
Quite a number of .volumes are}
the Reform school in that state has reached boom bf peace will afford them greater joy | now in presd. Large or small libraries can
a pretty advanced stage of corruption. In than sorrow. Home will present new at- be made up here at short notice, and at
the course of a debate on appropriating tractions after the exposure of the camp, prices as favorable as in the larger towns and Quarterly Meetings in Northern ll.

the unfeeling manner in which the facts
were stated to the House.
thousand facts all ‘about us that are acceptIf the condition of affairs at the Reform
ed and applied, . which no philosopher can
School is only such as would warrant callclearly account.for. And in the case before
ing public attention to its management, it
us, it would be quite as natural to ask why
should be a sufficient reason to prompt an
James
did use the word gehenna,
as to ask
investigation ; but if the starvation tactics
why John didnot use it; or to ask why the
The following letter; which tells its own are employed to the extent “alleged, then an
other New Testament writers did not use story, has been put into qur hands by a
every other important word which was member of the Young Men's Christian Asso- example should be made of the tacticians
written ‘by the pen of any one of them; or ciation of this city. It is unspeakably totich- that would serve as a warning to similar
to ask why there is such a difference, for ex- ing and suggestive, and it has a lesson of disciplinarians for all time to come.
The practice of the old school of physiample, among these writers, in the frequen- cheer and of warning for a wide
circle. We
cy of their use ofthe word synagogue, publish it in the hope that it will do good. cians in which they sought, by bleeding,
leeching, sweating; ~atarving, and rotheror resurreelion, or sacrifice.
They doubt- It suggests three things very clearly :
wise reducing the clay tenement, to bring
less had their reasons ‘for speech and
1. The inmates of our jails and prisons it into such a forlorn condition that the lifetheir reasons
for silence,—finding the
are
not so very unlike the people who are principle, ashamed of its habitation, should
former sometimes silvern and the latter
golden ;—but, since they have not told us’ outside. They have the same human na- apply its energies’ toward putting it in a
why they sometimes preferred the one and ture. Many of them represent intelligence, more respectable shape, will hardly answer
culture, strong affections, an ‘active con- in the treatment of moral diseases. We
sometimes chose the other, we can only instience, and they know the fierce struggles can neither kick, cuff, starve nor freeze an,
fer or guess their reasons, and are liable to
to queries

winter,

have

tha

do not now perceive. that they are required gress did, at the last hour, and in. an indito be immersed; hut who, situatedas they rect way, take a decided step in the direc-

4. We do not stop to criticise the terms
in which our. inquirer describes the doctrine which his questions are meant to in- funds to the school, it was several times as- and mothers will receive their sons just as
validate. But we may say that, though the serted that the inmates were kept in the lovingly albeit they come back defeated.
But what are the purposes that these two
phrase,— ““ the wrath ‘of an
avenging most miserable condition possible. As a
armies
bring ‘back from war?
With the
God,” and the other phraseé,—* not redeem- preliminary to commencing the work of
ed here by the gospel of Christ,” may not reform, the boys are kept in a state of Germans, it can hardly be other than a fixed
have been at all chosen with a view of semi-starvation, being allowed a mere .resolve to make the most of their. brilliant
with a sprinkling
of victory. With the French; it is most" asmaking the general sentiments of evangeli- crust of bread
"cal Christians appear odious at the outset, salt for breakfast and supper, while dinner suredly a fierce determination to avenge
yet they thight very naturally mislead usually consists of pea coffee and some kina themselves of their disgraceful defeat. Ox
and do «injustice. Evangelical Christians of tough and economical meat. It was add- the one side is the victor, elated over “suchold to no theory of punishment - that ap- ed that butter was allowed once a week. cess, ambitious for the future, fixed on
pears to them inconsistent with perfect jus- The statement was also hade, that there achieving a high destiny and having almost
unrivaled power at its control. On the
tice and eternal love; .and they alse hold was such a continual chattering of teeth
from the cold témperature in which the boys other side is the vanquished, proud, unused
that sin and punishment, at Sy
kept, that ‘“‘one was continually to defeat, struggling still .in the grasp of
peace, are as closely associated in BS 2nd were
reminded
of jackals,” and that seven of the its foe, with great resources, and even now
life as they are in the present.
Linmates
had
already died during the winter plotting how it shall regain its lost position.
This seems to us an adequate answer 64
consumption; several others being fa- We should shudder, perhaps, could we have
the note copied above.
Itis worth somelly
sick
with the same disease. Ifany- heard the fierce threats, the bitter oaths,
thing to get at the intellectual truth on

tion in saying, * +¢ I don’t know,” in response

/

and the frosts of

who

ie

|

Revivals, &c.
MoxgoE, ME.—The Lord is .

on

March
two

5th, Ihad
1s.

—

cr
ep

in Shs
ge of

pines.
baptizing

In our Conference wa

app

sis.

one hundred and twelve testified for Christ.
I expectto preach with this church one half
the coming yeir. Geo. D. GARLAND.
CHAMPLIN, MINN. —We

ate enjoying a

cheering revival interest in Champlin,
where 1 labor half the time. Several have
not convince or bend him, appears intent on been cotiverted, . and others are anxious.
getting him out of the way. ‘We believe’ Many more are the subjectsof earnest spehis opponents are injuring themselves and
. May God incfease our faith and
Gverlooking the real interests of the ¢
our requests,
C.'1. RussgLL.
try in this attempt to strip Mr, Sumn pd
the power which he has nobly won and wise- |
PROVIDENCE, R. I ~Rev.. > Ww. ‘Dunjes
ly used as Ghfiirman of the Committee on
the .
reports that prosperity is
Pond St. F, B, church”in Providence, ‘over

‘twenty having béen lately received into the

ly than his. His po influence and fame church, The society contemplate erecting
will survive any iumber of attacks like this, a new house of worship the coming sume
mer,
Sour.
WiniTestowy. SEMINARY We-have: Tes]repel
ceived fresh installments of the Catalogue | WESTMORELAND, "PA., Q. M, The F. B,
of-this flourishing institution; together with church at Jacob's Creek has recently hi

acircular

setting forth

its condition and few mercy drops fall into her cup,

plans, It reports aboard of teachers, 12 in writer has had the privilege’ of baptizing 10
number, with - several distinct : courses of converts since the beginning of the ineet~
study, excellent buildings, ample apparatus, ing." Twelve have united with the church

and an attendance during the yer of 508 and three or four others. yet remain to be
pupils, —of whom 837 were gentlemen, and baptized. The larger share oft this good
of admitting certain persons to a portion of | 166, ladies, It is a most creditable record, work was brought about through the zealth privilegos of the eburch,
«
{and gives promise of fn ao offidiency iin the «ous lahor of 6; Wa Sisson. Sasly, “did
w © BUppoRe they reier Sspecially to. those ' future, :
‘what 1 could.” :
:
’

:

?

err

B= in
Cm

Sy ——

sr

Se

-

tas,

Tm

people

us in power, calling the attention of the

The Methodist and Baptist churches of Tyr-_

to the great and overshadowing interests of the
soul.

A score of happy

converts

are rejoicing

ingham are agitating the question of uniting

the growth of the State, Recent reports show
| that they have 18 ass ations, 840 churches, 188
| be pastors, about 19,760 members, and 158 meeting-.

brother lowing preamble and resolutions, in view of * the
%iculties were settléd, harmony and
ve per resignation-of the pastor, Rev. D..C. ‘Wheeler:
twel
some
and
,
ored
rést
ly love were
. Whereas, Our beloved pastor has
given nofor

15,000 attend religious services.
There are 6256 registered Universalist ministers

Old

er.
Spirit during the week of pray

cons

our: number,

to

added

were

last communion season voted to

accépt

der'a Congregational form.

i

houses.

hi

~ Bishop

the fol

:

travagant cost, from any othor source. Scientific
Committees, hotel keepers, professional cooks, ladies

}

Clarkson, of Nebraska;

reports that of
of his diocese,

the 75,000 Indians in the bounds

of meetings
assisted us during the series

and
His labors. were blessed of the Lorde.,

were much appreciated by our peopl
\ W.H. CUTLER.
“
»

faithful

of his

intention to ‘in the United States.

| BaPUISts were regarded

A.D, JOHNSON, § cpurch Com.

DEA.

* | The first Baptists in Boston were

ary THOMAS HARGRAVES,

RUTLAND, Omi0.—T6 the second Free
Baptist church in this place, seven have
been added by baptism’ as the result of a

by the sheritt.
The receipts of the American Board

?
?
Rev. 8. 8. Nickerson,
having resigned the pas-

nilding. So

of! A Seminary

n

for Jan-

.

H

1..To devise means for p. aying the present

indebt-

nary were $34,480 only ; or $17,900 less than they | edness of the Corporation.
2. To adopt measures to raise funds which shall
were in January, 1870.
f
financial basis,
place the school on a permanent
busi

union and harmony prevail.

a bequest of $100,000 from the late Abel Minard,

earnest and’ efficient gospel minister,
church
in want of a faithful pastor,

The Metho-

“dist chureh (colored) has had “an addition

i

of fourteen members and eighteen proba-

for the aid of indigent women in obtaining a ministerial education.

the chutch in East Williamstown; Vt. to, take
Some have also been added to the Baptist effect, April 10. This church will be in want of
8. H. B.
colored church. .
_a pastor, and it would be a very pleasant field
WRI
=r
for a man with a small family, They are a very
MINERSVILLE AND SYRACUSE,—Extensive kind and faithful people, They have a good par
revivals ‘have lately taken place in these sonage. Any minister desiring correspondence
towns, under the preaching of Rev. E. Sib- might address Mr. Joel Shepard.

SwANVILLE, ME.—~The Lord is most glo-

riously reviving his work in this place.
The revival commenced with the Q. Meeting holden here in Feb. There has been a

good interest manifested for a year past,

but now our eyes have seen the salvation of
God in a most striking manner. A number

of the most influential and wealthy men in
town

have been made happy in God ; the fam-

ily altar has been erected,and they are rejoicing in God. Some twenty profess to have
been converted and reclaimed in one week

and still the work goes on. Revs. H. Small
and Wm. Ford have aided ina protracted
DG
’
effort.
»

‘Rev. W, H. Cutler gratefully acknowledges a
donation of $71 from his friends in Canal, Pa.
‘Rev. 8. 8. Small and wife gratefully acknowledge a donatim from friends in Exeter, Me.,
amounting, with something since received,to $60.
Rev. W. Whitacre and wife give ‘thanks to
their friends in Chagrin Falls,Russell and Orange
for their annual donation, amounting to $102,45.
Rev. N. Preble and wife tender their thanks to,

to the amount of $28,000.

the church and society of Litchfield, . Me.,

8. were between 20 and 30.

donation of
church and
Rev. and
knowledge

Prosrror, ME.—A good work of grace is

in progress in the 1st F.B. church in Pros.

$43; also
society for
Mrs. J. 8.
a donation

for a

to the Congregationalist
the gift of $22.
Dinsmore gratefully acof $197 from the Burns

:
=
pect. The brethren, few in number,establish-. and So, Cambridge churches,
ed a prayer-meeting a year ago, which they
Rev. J. M. Crandall would present thanks to
sustained, and which God blessed by the con- the friends at Ames, N. Y., for donation and
version of two souls,

Rev. J. W.

converted.- Sabbath, Feb. 12th, I baptized
four happy souls, ‘and before leaving the
place administered the Lord's supper. I
was told that there were young men in the

wife

gratefully

and vicinity, on the
Jan: 30th, when

pray

that the old Prospect Q. M. may yet arise
and shine.
Geo. D. GARLAND.
CorrecTION.—There is almost 4s. much

the statement made in Bro. Morrell's letter
in the Star of March 1,as there is between the
north and south pole, which, as everybody
knows, is “all the difference in the world.”
The young man who was shot was not a

and

received

some

evening: of
more

‘

Friends from Sutton

the donation, addingmuch

to

its

We find the following item in the

Tuscarora,

PA., Feb. 24,1871,

CANTON,

.

Rev, J. Tillinghast:—

I write to

relation to affairs in Tuscarora.

that the F. B. church there on

Itis

the

;
inquire

11th

in

C. 8. Perkins; Welcome, G. M.

published

diction, Pastor,

instant

*

by a cominittee of * Regular BapWas e
tists” and acknowledged by them as a church of
ert

>

And if it is true, are the church

unani-

their order.

Will you please inform me whether this is true

.or not?”

Rev. Henry Grattan Guinness, the Irish

evan-

on Sundays in Agricultural Hall, Islington.

-

the eminent UniThe Rev. James Martineau,
tarian clergyman in London, contemplates an
early visit to America, and wishes to devote two
or three years to travel iu this country.

An

« =

article

in

the

Kirchenzeitung

Books

to

;
|
|.

MW

hood.”

The

Archbishop

of

Athens

and

i

TO

the | Col Cairo QM,

IL, at New

ing, Mission,

Quarterly Meetings.

have received mo word of intimation that

meant to ch

bis church relations,

“ing us a grodt

48 80 far
dng
not eat the Lord

under the labors of

he | ford

and Tioga

It is. do- | church at Norway

“to publish us to the- world,

yo

Bro.

Q. M.

daghel,

ea,
fo aie

2,00

Lk).

PH

:

ste, Mound City,

“

°°

Ridge.

of

Brad-,

Clerk.”

JACOB STUART,

our Lord’s commands,
as to
sup) r with all his children.

;

”

% M.—Held its Feb. session at
the inquiry, and I take | MONTVILLE
¥eb. 17—19, The reports from
Montville,

I thank you for making

— Few are
Neglected Coughs and Colds,
or
awave of the importance of checking a Cough
« Common Cold,” in its first stage; that which in the
beginning would yield to a mild remedy, if negleot-

. Rov. Charles H, Webber was called as pastor
and

coms

menced his labors the first Sabbath in January.
The church and society were united in’ extend-,

+ «+

— Whatever

good degree of religious
ing the call, and sought to make it a means of churches reported a
reported great revival
promoting the best interests of all. concerned. ‘interest. . Bauk rch
and some thirty additions to the church.
, his faithful preaching interest
And tothe praise:
satisfactory
SxSunation
After a very full an
are of Bro. Hen
i
blessed. The sermons
Thurber,by the Council appointo y:
has, been abundantly
of the
“practical, pungent and. heart-searching, Uhri st | he was Jub cly ordained to the wor
Ministry. Sermon by Rev. B. F.. Mcig represented as the best and all-sufficient friend Gospel
PlerJ.
by Rev.'A.
He urges upon the church a higher Kenney ; Reading Scriptures

“2 of the sinner.
"standard in Christian lifo, and personal effort fn
the

Masters ‘service. “We “are holding

montings, andthe

honrt-wanderers

hos

heen

come

home

result:

have

extra

gon § Prayer by Rev.

A. Taylor;

Charge

by Rev

hip by Rev
Wim. Byer; “Bien ind of Fellows
ner

I. Jackson, =
that many
Nox goxsion with he Sank chu, June 9
1 MCKENNEY, Ulerk,
to Father's ! 11, » -

»

-

saves TIME, MONEY

VALU ABLE.
SAUX. CoO. . M.—Held its last session with the and A MUSCLE, is a blessing to mankind. USE has
very
A
10-12,
Strong’s Pra e church, Feb,
us that Delapeirre’s Electric Soap does all this.
good. delegation was present, Most of the | taught
e recommend not only the Soap, but also

ori
: Starlight Series.

6.70

Starlight Stories,

t

RENN

We therefor
the
araons desiring honorable employment, to read
Try
advertisement relating to it in another column.
do goo
the Soap, get an agency. Thus you may
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who superintend their own kitchens, physicians,
nurses, dyspeptics and invalids of every class “Pear
witness of these facts. To this mass of indorsements
we unhesitatingly add our §wn; and without fear of
contradiction, say that the blanc mange, puddings,
custards, &c., ave the most delicious we have ever
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ot a staple
land generally regard it in the double ligh
‘necessary anda delicious luxury; for while its use
lessens the expense of living, the exquisite dishes
prepared from it can not-be obtained even atlan ex-

"The Baptists of Towa are keeping pace with

This is a net gain of. twen~
close his labors as pastor on the last Sabbath in ty-nine aver the figures of 1869.
¥
;
March, thereford,
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J
Resolved, That it gives us grief to part with . The Lutheran chuich at Albanyis said to be |
one whose ministrations have
been so beneficial
the oldest. Lutheran organization in America,
and cheering to us.
Resolved, That we recommend Bro, Wheel- having been formed at léast as early as 1650.
y
erto any new field of labor he may select, as a |

tice accordingto agreement

which we praise the Lord.
Q. M.,,
‘Rev. G. W. Sisson, of Somerset
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And across a field of flowers,
A modest, lowly house there stood

That held her eyes for hours—
A cottage low, hid under the snow

Of cherry and bean-vine flowers.

Sometimes it held her all day long,

I did not see a well-fed

For there, at her distaff bent,
And spinning a double thread of song
And of wool, in her sweet content,

|
|
|
|

Sat the mother of young Alexjs.

AndJ aney turned things in and out,

‘work-horse

in the

city. The people keep their horses and
donkeys at
point of starvation. They do
not give tiem much hay, aud little, if any,
grain ; but feed them almost wholly on oar-

| Tots,

As foolish maids will do.

| + As we ride along

What could the song be all about?
Yet well enough she knew

the

street,

‘our

hack-

1 driver stops a huckster and buys four cents’
| worth of carrots for his horse’s dinner.
Think of bating a span of horses at that

That while the fingers drew the wool
Ags fine as fine could be,
The loving mother-heart was full
Of h¢r boy gone to sea— ~~ *:

fate!

The carrots were

about

six inches

long, and there were about two dozen in
the bundle—just a uibble for each horse.
The horses were to go nearly thirty miles
out and back—to. be gone all day, and this
was their feed. There is not a farmer's

Her blue-eyed boy, her pride and joy,
On the cold and cruel sea,—
Her darling boy, Alexis.

And beyond the good green piece of wood,
And the field of flowers so'gay,

boy in America that would

Among its ancient oaks there stood,

have taken

less

been-constantly burning,

and the

hole ‘in

the top of the mountain has either been
sending up columns of steam and smoke, or
throwing up red-hot stones, or boiling over
like a kettle.
There have been nearly fxiy great eruptiohs, besides

numerous

smaller ones.

In

1822, the top of the mountain suddenly fell
in with a loud crash,and then there was a fu-

rious boiling of the cauldron. .-For four days
there was a continuous shower of red-hot
stones rained upon the surrounding country.
Oue red-hot rock, weighing four or five tons,

.| was thrown three miles! The pillar of smoke
that went up from the summit was two

miles high, and spreid out over the sea like
a huge umbrella; hiding

the sun

and mak-

ing it dark as midnight at noonday in Naples. When the eruption was over it was
fourid that the whole top

of

the mounthin

A lofty hall, where, mistress of all,
She might dance the night away.

And as she sat and sewed her seam

The street is crowded

In the garden bower that day,

with

people

and

carriages, and especially with omnibuses ;—
not such gaily painted vehicles as we see in

not far off.

gladness!

Ohow

my heart

did leap for

Then came Lion's heavy bark,

which grew excited, and I soon

heard

him’

yelling down the road in the wildest way.
The wolf was still in the window. I could
hear Lim struggling and breaking pieces of
glass. Lion was upon him when my father
called him off in command.
All was silent

generally accepted verdict has followed.

history of the

Salem

The

Witchcraft
has been writ

ten at length, and it will be likely to remain
about what it is, at least tintil some added light
has been ‘shed upon the domain of psychology.
Mr. Mudge, .in this very pleasant and beautiful
volume, has given

usa

condensed, popular

and

very valuable account of the proceedings in the early colonial

life of Massachusetts, while the

strange phenomena described as witcheraft were
showing themselves. Though meant -particular-

ly for young readers, it will be found well adapt.
ed to most persons who would have the main
facts, without any serious attempt at philosophizing, put ihto the form

of an

entertaining

narra-

tive and a series of vivid sketches that picture the.
life and the actors of that early day. It merits
a permanent home on the brary shelf.
pe

MEMOIR OF WASHINGTON IRVING. . With aS olte.

.

his kg ,.and©
By .
Charles Adams, D D. : Same Publishers, 44
the nurse took baby away from the window ; 16mo. pp. 299.
- Dr. Adams has done a very good thing; both
and never was baby more delighted.
When the week was over, and Sunday in the purpose and'the execution of it, in giving
us this brief and pleasant account of one of the
«came round, he went fo the same church first names in American literature. Hitherto we

where he had slept in the * weather-honse,”

and heard the grand music of the organ and
the loving words of the preacher; and
seemed as if he were in paradise.

from

have been compelledto go through several bulky

volumes in order to select what the average read-

it er would only care to know, and the task has

had been blown away, “and that a crater
been so great as to repel many from undertaking three miles in circumference’ and two thouwould gladly learn who and what Irving
God bless all the poor Willies that are itwas.who The
biography her? afforded is full enongh
sand feet deep had been formed by. the ac- now, ‘but the .silence was quickly broktrying
to earn an honest’ living and to be to answer this general purpose;
the illustrative
tion of the internal fires !
: en by the sharp, quick crack of a rifle,
good boys Child at Home.
facts are judiciously selected and happily groupHalf way up the mountain we came to which sent a bullet into the wolf’s head, kill- |
ed, the selections very fairly set forth the qualithe river of fire. There had been an erup- ing him instantly.
ties of Mr. Irving’s mind and style; and the erit-

than a peck of oats for each horse. A mercifal man is not only merciful to his beast, | tion & few months before, and this was one
but gives good feed.
branch of the great stream that had boiled

‘With gables high and gray,

moment 1 heard my father’s voice shouting

to,

a Eo bt ped Nt hd B28

with dead fishes already cooked for dinner !
From that time to the present the fires have

appealed

every witness lias been subjected to a rigid eross.
examination, the case has been most carefully
argued and re-argued, and'a pretty decisive and

over the rim of the

crater.

It had

cooled

“Father! father,’ I cried from the loft

window.

He told me afterwards that my

voice cameto himas one from the dead.
He ran around to that side of the house.

AThree-year's-old Sermon.

icisms are in

We knew a little fellow,

is a very welcome addition to our literature, and
the mechanical excellences of the volume add to

now

about five

the

main

intelligent

and just.

It

years old, whose father is a clergyman, and its “attractions,
still smoking and-too hot to hold our hands Mother was with him, looking as white as a the child sometimes amuses himself byl’
Her truant thoughts would stray ;
our own cities—but a two-wheeled affair, in the crevices.
It wouldbe so fine like a lady to shine,
We felt it warming up our sheet. 1 saw them both clasp.their hands playing “church.” One Sunday he got PICTORIAL BIBLE GEOGRAPHY, for little students, ByJ. H. Vincent, D, D. Same Pub* Andto dance the night away!
somesvhat like a sulky, but more like a feet and crisping the soles of our boots.
his little chair and table and boeks, and
It
lishers, &e. quarto. pp. 85.
And oh and alas for Alexis!
dray. Itis drawn by one horse, and there was 4a stream wider and deeper than the together, and lift their eyes in thankfulness commenced his service, content to have
It isa good and happy idea which the author
to
God.
"| is only one seat; but it
1 carry from six- Mississippi! Think of it—a red-hot river
And suns have risen and suns gone down
’
“When I tried to pull the chests away I only the partial attention of the other chil- of this primary work on Bible Geography has”
teen to twenty passen
! Four persons of molten rock flowing down the mountain,
dren who were in the room.
After singing very fairly embodied in this attractive volume.
On cherry and bean-vine bowers,
could
not move theman inch. ‘Fh my great
sit on the seat; while
the others stand up or sweeping everything before it—widening
And the tangled curls o’er the eyes dove-brow n
a hymn, he began his sermon, his words By means of maps, pictures in great abundance,
sit on the shafts with the driver; and there and spreading till the whole mountain side ‘danger.God had given me strength to drag apparently being suggested in part by the and easy narrative and explanatory lessons, the
They fall no more in showers;
" Nor are there bars in the homespun gown
are usuaily four or five childrenthat have a —the vineyards, the trees, the-towering them over the loft door, but, now that the pictures in his book, and by what hé saw means of furnishing even quite yqung children
interesting and valuable information reAs blue as the flaxen flowers,
jolly time in a bag beneath the axle! We pines, the earth itself—is ablaze! Think danger was past, my little hands were too about him in the room: * You ‘must be with
specting the lands, the towns, and the physical asAy, winter wind and winter rain
weak
to
remove
them.
So
father
had
to
meet many of these carrfages coming into how it must look at night, glowing as
good. You mustn't be naughty or wickad. pectsof the sacred localities mentioned in the
Have beaten away the bowers,
climb up by a ladder to the loft window
the city from the suburbs. We pass.a pub-|;
And little Janey is Lady Jane,
y as the - hottest furnace in a great to release baby and me from our place of You must be good. - You must goto heav- Bible, and which are associated with the most
lic washing-place where there is a great ico dehy ! It had changed in color
en. You mustn't be afraid in the dark. momentous events of human history and God's
And dances away the hours!
refuge.
:
providence, are rendered quit¢ ample and thorMaidens she hath to play and sing,
crowd of women and girls round a stone from the red-hot glow to a darkish brown. j
“Mother did not kuow anything of our. You mustn’y ory, Yon. musts kil ny oughly available. A good deal of knowledge
And her mother’s house and land trough, dipping clothes in the water and This was the lava; but as.we approachudder man. You must be a good boy. You
danger until she had finished her work in
may here be gathered up, such as will be of no
Could never buy. the jeweled ring
Slapping them on the stones, and pounding {ed the top we came to the Siders the spring-house. Just as she came out she mustn't do any thing bad to any boy when little service in fixing facts in the mind, and
She wears on her lily hand—
them with a paddle to get the dirt out. dry, light pieces of lava as large as
he does something bad to you. You must making the study of the Bible possess a fresher
The hand that is false to Alexis! _
saw the wolf’s head at the window, and at
ere is not a Yankee washing machine in coarse gravel, that were blown out
and more abiding interest, "It
is a “good begin- Ah, bright were the sweet young cheeks and
all Naples: They do their washing without steam into the air and had fallen nd ‘the same moment father and Lion appeared kiss him, and not look at him any more. ning which deserves to be followed up.
~
eyes,
;
soap ; and it is pretty much the way of the the cone. It is’hard workto climb to the in sight.”
You mustn’tgo by any naughty boy. You
And the silken gown was gay,
ne
“I wonder the wolf didn't get you,”
i
world
every
where,
except
in
the
United
mustn't
whip any horse what isn’t running sre STORIES, with Odd Pturent or,
0
Even"top
over
the
cinders;
but
we
leave
our
‘When first to the hall as mistress of all ~~ «" ~
LS Amusement for the little. ones at home,
States, England, and Northern Europe. If horses at the bottom, and aftéc much puf- said Frank, with wide-open eyes, breathing away. You mustbe kind to horses. You
She eame on her wedding-day.
He.
tht
wenty
{illustrations
bf
Paul
Konewka.
deeply.—Exchange.
must do what your mudder tells you. You
Same Publ
s &¢. 16mo, pp. 150.
fing and sweating reach the summit.
A
“Now where, my bride,” says the groom in you ever travel in Europe, carry your own
soap.
You
will
not
find
the
article
at
“the
The title describes this book with great accura:
pride—
‘mustn’t steal raisins. Supposing
you
few months before we should hive found it
hotels, not even in France, unless you call a lake of fire a third
“Now where will your chamber be?’
are a baby, you mustn't cry. You must cy. The stories are simple, but every. one has
of a mile across, with
To Be or to Scem.
And from wall to wall she praises all,
for it, and then you will find it charged to steep banks forty feet high; but it had
laugh.
You mustn't hit any body. If you spirit and character and meaning, and the pic—
;
.
But chooses the one by the sea!
tures, in silhouefte, are every way worthy of
you in the bill at a high price. From what cooled so that we walked down into it, and
are a boy, you must be elegant. You
. And the suns they rise and the suns they set,
those
which won the artist so many compliments
'
There
was
once
a
little
rosebush
that
I have seen of the world, and the way peo- went upon the stony waves. We passed
mustn't steal flowers in any udder body's
But she rarely sees their gleam,
wished to be beautiful.
All day long it garden, Supposing you know a lady— in the Midsummer Night's Dream. They bear
ple
live
in
different
countries,
I
have
come
through thick clouds of smoke and over
For often her eyes with teats are wet,
to the conclusion that soap is a great pro- beds of sulphur, where we were obliged to stood in a sunny south window, and stretch- Miss Lizzie—you mustn't take any of her
=~ + And the sewing-work is unfinished yet,
And so is the girlish dream.
moter of civilization. I have found that hold our breath. We could look down into ed its fair green leaves to the light.
flowers without asking. Babies must never
“ Oh, dear!” she sighed. ‘If I only had
where people use soap most freely there is the cracks and see the liquid fire beneath.
ery. Men must never be drunken; and They constantly surprise one with the amount of
For when her ladies gird at her,
the most cleanliness, intelligence, wealth There was a hissing and roaring as the some sweet pink blossoms, then every one boys must never be wicked ; and dogs must humor and character that can be put into profile
And her lord is cold and stern,
and virtue, and happiness and comfort in mass seethed to and fro, and a cracking would like me and praise me. Ob, dear!” never bite a man; and a fish must—don’t with jet black on a ground of snowy white.
Old memories in her heart must stir,
Paul Konewka is a genius, and he makes his penBut she was a lazy little rosebush, not at
life.
kick—a fish don't walk—what doesit do?" cil preach a gospel of pleasant surprises and
And she can not choose but mourn
now-and then of the rocks under our feet.
all
in
earnest
about
being
beautiful.
If
-I dare say that most of you have seen plot . We stopped long enough to roast some
For the gentle bo¥, Alexis!
And here a little break occurred in the dis- Wholesome merriment,
she had been, she would have searched
ures of Mount Vesuvius, a tall conical eggs for our dinner.
——
course, in reflecting upon the duties of a
It did not take long,
And alway, when the dance is done,
mountain, shaped like a stack of hay, and tor when we thrust a cane intoa crevice it carefully among the dark mold at her feet, fish; so we will end our notes, believing PRINCE. WOLFGANG. . A Historical Narrative.
And her weary feet are free,
By Franz Hoffman.
Translated from the Gerrising high above the Bay of Naples. At | took fire as quickly as if we had put it into until she found something to begin-a rose- that the little sermon contains more good
man, by J. Fred’k Smith.
With a Historic
She sits in her chamber all alone
bud with—ever so little a’dot of a bud to
carthe
base
of
the
mountain
we
left
our
Sketch.
Phila.
: Lutheran Board of Publicslessons than many which ‘are listened to
~ “A At thie- window next the sea,
a fire blazing on the hearth. -- »
tion.
1871.
16mopp.
816.
‘
begin with. Then she Jyould have loved every Sunday.— Selected.
riage and the mdin road, mounted our
And combs her shining tresses down It was interesting to stand there—to
We have here another contribution to the * F ahorses, and turned into a green lane and watch the glowing heat, thé curling smoke the tiny thing, and nursed it and coaxed it,
By the light ofthe fading stars,
‘therland Series” . of juvenile volumes which this
till it grew a fair and shapely bud; and
began the ascent,
And maybe thinks of her homespun gown
House is issuing,
—to hear the low rumbling and thunderThey are especially interest~
Alike from seam and alike from dream

There was a crowd of beggars around me

With the pretty flax-flower bars.

For When the foam of wintry gales |
Runs white along the blue,
Hearing the rattle of stiffened sails, |

—holding out their hands and their dirty
caps begging for money. Four of them
seized my horse by the bridle, and had a

-

She trembles through and throngh, ~~

fight among themselves to see which should
Youd it ; three or four more wanted to hold
me on, and tried to make me understand

And maybe thinks of Alexis.
— Alice Carey in Harper's Magazine.

Oe

that I sheuld fall off ; others caught hold

Family Circle.
A

the horse's tail, determined to have the

1 imal pull thenr up the mountain. They
were
villainous-looking
whetches, with

hh

blaek beards, dirty faces; slouched hats, and

nA Visit to Mousit Vesuvius.

four thousand feet to the top. The entire
mountain is of lava that has been thrown up
from Hie to time Hou the interior of the
earth.
- Ages ago the voleano was in action ; then
the lava ceased to boil, and the whole imount-

The ‘geography that

1 studied at school had a picture of the great
man

of seiénce—

__... Alexander Humboldt—sitting on a shelving

rock, and looking down into 4 lake

of, fire “dm “wis covered with vines and ‘trees.
Seventy-two years before Christ was, born,

* and brimstone that rolled and surged, and
bubbled hundreds of feet below him. I oft
en. wished that T could see a’ voleano, and
the time came at.length when the desire of
| my, boyhood was gratified.
It was a bright winter morning in F ol

when we started out from 4 - hotel ‘in
Naples to ascend Vesuvins.. We

more,

and

making our

way

down the side of the mountain.—4m. Ag.
+

Pre

one more

the

old sun

found

out

about it, he

about

:

dear! I wish I' had some blossoms.”

One day its mistress heard its sighs, and
she fastened uponit some artificial buds
And grandma drew off ¥orspoviacics and ‘and flowers. Then the-ittle vain bush held

when you were a little irl, and
the woods,” said Frank.
She leaned

lived in
vrs

her head

back

ing to the children of German parentage or descent, but they will afford the young generally

of miles to paint its folded petals, andat
last there would softly unfold a beautiful
flower, that would be the joy of all who saw

But the little tree had no idea of going to
work ; it just stood still and sighed, *“ Oh,

story, grandma,

Literary Review.

|

would have sent an exquisite artist millions

it.

One of Grandma's Sto
“Just

when

up its head, quite proud and sztisfied.
The people who passed by the window,
when they caught the first glimpse of the
rosebush, used to exclaim, “ Oh, how beau-

CHRISTIAN

Jogham.

BaprisM:

Its

Subjects.

London: E. Stock. 71.

The portions of Dr. Ingham’s
discussion

of Baptism,

which

By

R.

octivo. pp.

tvork,
have

in the

been

pre

tion of some of the

more

interesting

characters

and events that belong fo the period and
ences

of the

great

Protestant

expéri-

Reformation

in

Germany,
‘in the time of Luther, and: the religious and the military pliases of that great strug-

viously issued, furnished the amplest evidence of
his literary and moral qualifications for the task gle have about equal prominence on the pages,
which he -had set himselfto perform.
Patient Prince Wolfgang is.a character richly worth
“and painstaking in his. research, keeping a truly study, and the lessons of his life at once ith
judicial candor while examining and weighing ev-. and kindle. It is a speciés of literature that can
idence; never seeking shuffle
to
an unwelcome | -be-multiplied with safety and be used with profit.
fact or

an

opposing

argument out

of sight, al-

ways sqiarely meeting an issue instead of trying
to evade it, ever

showing

himself far

more the

that brave warrior Spartacus—whom you, II
dare say, have read about in Roman history
—made the crater of Vesuvius his hidingPlace,
‘ Plutarch, the old Roman historian, tells us:

that there was only one way to get

up

the

was very proud of the stocking
growing under my arm.
“It was a cool

day, late in

the

that was

Tall, ‘and

tiful!” but when they came

near, and Baw

Christian than the controversialist, especially
charitable in spirit and courteous in speech when

life that would win their love. That was
too much trouble, and téo much self-denial.
There must be a great deal of lowly,
patient; pains-taking work, -deep down in

the doors were all shut. Baby slept and I
knitted for, half an Kour. Then he awoke
and began to cry. AsI got down from the heart, before the "blossoms of a beautiful
mother’s great easy chair,where T had been character-can unfold thefnselves in ‘life and
sitting, I thought I heard a strange noise ‘action. The little girl did not like this kind
of work, so she gave up trying to be beauti| outside.
It wasn’t Lion, for’ he had gone
ful, ‘and'was content only to seem beautiful.
off with father to the mill. Something
So her beauty was only on the outside. She
rubbed against the door and made the
had fine dresses, with flounces and ribbons
latch rattle.’

door and

I felt afraid, and

fastened

the bolt.

went

I stood

listening, with baby in ny arms—he

to the

still,

had

and bows, and she

polite,

was

and : practice

careful

to be

very

elegant manners,

ness.

We have waited with some eagerness and just
a bit of apxiety for the st installment of ZELL’S

He i3 not particularly original or brilliant;

crater over the

rocks,

and “that

Claudius

just like the explosion of a steam-boiler—
with a terrible noise, andthe air was filled
with red-hot stones, cinders, smoke and
| steam, that darkened the sun and spread
| over all, the’ “surrounding country. There
the whole mount\ were terrific
ain rocked and trembled, and there were

k | vivid lightnings and fearful thunderings.

sive and valuable eyelopedia of the kind fof the .

his rhetoric rarely kindles or magnetizes; but he money, that has yet been issued, Thompson-never fails to instruct or to leave a conviétion ville, Conn. ; ‘Horace King,
that he writes simply in the interest of true re©
ligion and for the honor of his Master. He will
EVERY SATURDAY has become tlie handsom-

carry no reader with him by storming his «ympathies or captivating his imagination, but w :

est illustrated weekly periodical in America, and,
Te
|
the
skill and care ang. taste..and. intelligence
po

almost certain that he will convince not a Faw
his array of evidence and win some by his conseientious candor.
‘We

have no

space

in which to give

anything

like an epitome or an analysis of his argument
in support of the position, that only real and intelligent believers are proper subjects of baptism, There is no meed of such
an epitome,
One Wants to see the.grotinds stated, the evidence
drawn out and weighed, the objections consid
ered, the reasens set forth, and the case fairly
summed up. He will find all these things in this
“volume; Where no ghee is wasted, and no ‘point

stopped crying—and could - hear my heart, She could dance.and play and sing, and had
many other pleasant accomplishments, oe
could see » the mountain a dozen miles away posted his guards dt the bottom of the preci- thump, thump, thump!
Wien people first saw this young girl,
“All
at»
once
there
came
a
short,
cruel
pice
to
starve
out
Spartacus;
but
the
brave|
© to the east, with a thin gray column - of
they
exclaimed: ‘Oh, how lovely!” but
smoke rising from its. summit, The street spirited fellow and his followers were not to kind of a bark; and then a ‘snarl. “A''mo- when they came nearer, and saw her real of importance seems to have been ovérlooked.
which we rode runs by the shore of be caught in that way, for one night they | ‘ment after, the window broke with a loud character. tobe selfish and deceitful, they Taken in connection with the previous volume,
issued some years sinef7lt constitutes an exhanst40 waves were ripp
on the made the grape-vines into ropes, let them- cuash, and I saw the long head, open jaws,
ive and very satisfactory discussion of the whole
|
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that
all
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hosts
gently rocking Hs
a of boats selves. down the ether side of the mountain, and ‘fiery eyes of a wolf glaring in upon
subject, at once epitomizing whatever of imporpinned-on
roses,
and
they
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in
that come up from
and Amalfi and and were far away before Claudius knew me. An angel sent by our geod Father in contempt from a char acter so fair but false: tance has been written by others, as well as preheaven must have told me what to do.
senting the results of the author's own faithful
+ other towns along the coast, loaded to the that they had escaped.
ia Corporal. :
{ and Tong-continued study, We are richer than
.Itwasin the year 79, about 1, 800 years The wolf was ‘climbing in through the smd]
« water's
edge with oranges. [I think that I
we" v ere, both on account of: the contribution
mover hid seotrso many oranges before in “ago, that one day, about noon, the top of the window, and to have lingered but a second |
life. There were thousands of ‘bushels, mountain suddenly blew off—or out, or up, or two would have been death, Moved as | A Nobis ‘SENTIMENT. —The, Masssachu- whic this discussion makes to our literary Ros:

7 in great piles on the shore; . there
, boats, carts, and wagons

very pleasant and instruetive reading. The present volume is devoted, like others, to a presenta-

POPULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA, fearing that Some accident had befallen the mail train that was chargcutting most effectually with the scalpel of his ed with the duty of bringing a choice package,
doubled up my fist, but they didn’t mind it. ing at the, children, who had gathered that the blossoms wére only make-believe, logic, and far more anxious over the triumph But Nos. 2607—270 have at length arrived, bringing
I jumped from my horse, seized a.cudgel, droupd ier “I was only seven, and my pinned-on blossoms, they gried, -* Oh, Ag! i of truth than to win a victory for himself, both relief and gratification, but still making us
| and turned away with contempt.
—he has happily blended the amenities of Chris especially eager to see the end of so excellenf an
and was on -again in a twinkling. - They little baby brother
wasn’t a year old.
There was once a little girl who wished tian love with the rigors of tlicological debate. undeitaking. We are carried to the iin wy
understood that, and scampered like a flock
‘I'm going to the spring-house,’ said:
His discyssions are at once intellectual stimuof sheep; and we 'went on our way peaceful mother, ‘and you must stay in the room to be beautiful. She wished to have opery lants, fresh lines of defense for the whole Bap- and to the 960th page of the second volume. It
is enough to say, that all the good things heretoly up the mountain, enjoying one of the: and rock the baby if he wakes.” So 1 took one love and admire her, but she did
‘| tist brotherhood, and means of grace to every fore said of this work carried no excessive complitry
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cities and towns, and Yearrying desolation
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“ Go back, " I said. They bawled the against the’ large easy-chair, and shut her
louder. ¢‘Clearout!”. They begged the eyes, thinking.
harder. ‘ Be-off! Mind your business !” ..“Iremember as if it were only Yoder
They didn’t start. ** I won't have you !” I day,” she said, raising her head and look-

younger than Iam now 1 read about Mount
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_ from crater tothe sea.
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shut her book.

in rags and tags.
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in the crust of the earth? When I was

traveler, explorer,
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so that we could walk

sessions,

which now mark . the editorial work, exhibit a

marvelous advance upon the periodical in its old
form. Besides the other numerous attractions,
Charles’ Reade’s new serial has Just been commenced in its columns, and its mechanical richness, and splendor are greater than ever before.
What eminence it will reach in its own line, if it
‘keeps on as it has been going for a year: past, it
is impossibleto foresee. ‘Boston: J. R. Osgood’
& Co.
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us in the form of a bulky pamphlet of 168 gen
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water boiling hot, and cooked all’ the fishes
in the harbor, so that the next day and for

he had been sleeping on a church door step:
if I had not- dragged another «1 dréamed of you, my little fellow. You
door, and piled ever so many stood up like a man,and made a great flourof these. . How sav agely be ‘ish and told me what great things you meant
snarl! * But I was safe.
to do for me. You said, ‘I will get you
‘‘And now I grew frightened about moth- food and clothes, You needn't feel trouber.
If she should come back from the led about a living.’ That's what you shid
spring-house, the wolf would tear her to- in my dream; and 111 take you at your
pieces. There was only one “windew or word. You shall get: me some breakfast;
opening in the loft, and that did not look for I am Very hungry.”
toward the-spring-houseé ;: and" so there was
And how could this companion got him
no way in which I could give her warning, any breakfast? Well, they both together
or let her know, if she had Joan the wolf, . could;
We must n't beg,” said Willie to
that we were safe.
his silent friend; * that would be a dis“Fora long time the wolf tried and tried grace, so long a8 we have hands to get an
to get at us, but at last I could hear him honest living.”
going down the stairs. He moved about
So outhe started; and wander) SUCCeRs
in the’room below, knocking: things around he had the firsttday. ' At one house in parfor ever so long, and then I heard him ticular, he played a full half-hour; scraping
spring: up to the window. At the same on one tune, or what he called _a tune, till

kept him back
chest over. the
things on top
did growl and

a little, and got a good deal misunderstood.
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brute creation.
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quoted fori very dissimilar purposes, studied not
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| and donkeys, and whip them unmercifully.
{Bi have seen chicken peddlers break the wings
| and legs of the fowls they were taking to
| market, so that the poor things “could not
| fly or run away? 1 wanted ‘to give the
| brutal fellows a crack overthe head. The
|"Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani| mals will find Naples - missionary ground.
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For the golden combs are not so sweet
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And her little heart, it beat and beat,
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| carrots, and cauliflowers, Not unfrequently
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cabbages and carrots, that I could only seé
| their noses and the flapping of their ears.
The Ttalians are very cruel toward the.

And the bars that crossed her girlish gown
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neu, burying and destroying - every thing | chest with all my strength. Just as I got had given him; and as Willie was pod, and
| saw $0 many. donkeys togethér as there in its path. Vineyards, houses, barns, 1’ one corner over the door, the wolf’s head | had no friends and no home, he usedto talk
| were along the quay,." The country people wheat fields, and gardens—everything that struck it “and knocked it up a little. But
to his fiddle, and make a companion of it.
| were in with vegetables for the-market, con- could burn was enveloped in flames. The before he could strike it again I had the
This is what he said to it one morning, after
sisting mainly of garlies, onions, cabbages, whole side of the mountain: was on fire. ] chest clear: across. This” would not haye
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.
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maintained “an unwavering attachment to the D. M. WAITT, Teacher3 in Comm ercial
people of God. Her death was sudden. “Bless
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equalsin this respect the skillfulness of theworkers of Holland, and one is quite confounded when one sees stones of such small
dimensions cut into twenty-four faces, per-

But this is not all. _ It is necessary
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the husband at the moment of death pressa,
Theological students are fair marks for
EDWIN, son of Wm, §. Pattes; of Alexandri
ing tightly to his breast nineteen pieces of advice
Me.,
from all parts of the habitable globe, N. H., died by his own hand, in Portland,
gold and ninety-one-pieces of silver, which
There Feb. 19th, aged 21 years. Jun. 5th, he left home
and from ‘some parts not habitable.
d went to Canaan to work for Wm. G. Sumwere found fixed + to’
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of invaluable ul
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found fourteen bracelets, gold rings, ear-| ¥'co While
friend, lately, he said: ¢ What a pity our “lumber, striking his head on the ice, hurting him
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severe cold and was not
would not tell us our faults in the pul- badly, afteryvards took a fall
a marked change
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ed to ascertain the
ural moulds with a peculiar solution of plas- knowthe time, and ought to criticise us.” I ance, and they endeavor
ause, but Edwin was inclined to be silent,
ter, by which process the victims are re- all
said to him,—for I thought he deserved it,— gloomy, sad and desponding. The 16th inst., Mr.as
produced in their ‘integrity.
be ashamed of yourself. If S, carried him to the depot, when he ¥eft
The first group reproduced was composed “You oughthalftoa man your wife would tell he said; for home. When -Mr. S. returned, his
ou were
wife inquired of him what he thought: of Edwin,
of a man, a woman, and
two young
girls,
ou your faults. * It is because you want to to which he réplied that he thought him nearly
who had remained within - doors until too
e petted and pified, and told that you are insane. In Concord his cousin saw and spoke

crowns for a week, then put theif back in|
the sacristy and obtain a blessing in ex- called divine authority. One of these huge
change.
ligion touches the lowliest life aggregates of irrational Asiatic power and

with a passing ornament. The bride is always a queen, the
groom is always a king
on their wedding day.— Free Russia.
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15, ECO

reenter

after publish its returns. The Siograph lines
leading into Paris are still unrepaired, and messages are transmitted by way of Versailles,

‘CONGRISSIONAL,

anti-German leagne in Paris grows rapidly in
strength and numbers. Tt is thought that the first
installment of the indemnity will he raised in

“On Tuesday, the XLII Congress met for the
first time, and after a little talk adjourned over

‘to Thursday.

| France,

On Thursday, in the Senate, Mr. Sumner pre-

sented a memorial in’ favor of a general

7

' The

Paragraphs.

disarma- |

:

The total number of hogs packed this season in
Chicago, up to’ date, is 886,666 and packers are
mentary to the civil rights act. In the House,
bills were introduced to repeal the duty on salt still at work.
and coal, and the House plunged into debate at
The number. of foreign passengers arrived in,
After a short discussion the speaker an- this country last year was 284, 815.
.onge.
nounced the committee” of elections, with Mr.
New York state has 1,200 ¢lieese factories, makMcCrary of Towa as chairman, ~The bill to repeal
ing 1,000,000 pounds of cheese yearly.
Mt
the dyty on salt was then taken up in’ committee
The introductiosi’ of billiards into the college
of the whole, and & motion made to add coal.
curriculum js one of the results of liberal thinkAfter debate the amendment was rejeeted and
the committee rose. A bill was introduced giv- ing of the nineteenth century. A delegation of
ing the President power to use the forces of the Antioch students lately obtained a billiard table
United States to put down insurrection, even if and, with the permission
,of the faculty, it. isto]
ment of the world and introd

a bill

supple-

State

authori-

be one of the recreations of college life.

On Friday in the Senate, Mr." Howe

reported

Parliament who was here last spring and sum-

he was not called
ties,

upon

by

the

Mr. Arthur Mundella, the English

membér

of

- the, list of committees as agreed upon in caucus mer, has lately made a speech to his townsmen
and mreved to suspend the ‘rules providing for |I inwhich he spoke of Dr. 0. W. Holmes as * the
an election by ballot.
Myr. Wilson at once object- | most brilliant conversationalist”. he had ever
ed, and motions to postpone and to adjourn Wate met; of Lowell as “ one of the most witty and

voted down. - Mr. Wikéon and Mr. Schurz strofig"ly opposed the report of the caucus. Mr. Ed-

eaptivetfng: bumorists,” and

munds defended the report and the debate be"came. more general. Mr. Scott defended Mr.
Cameron from the attack which Mr.

nied having made.

Messrs. Howe

Schurz

of Longfellow, as

“the picture of an ancient bard, and one of the
most glorious old men of he finest type” that he

had ever seen.

de-

The British ship, the Caliphy Captain Ritson,
which sailed from Foo-chow, China, on the 6th
of last December W ith'a cargo of teas, arrived

and" Stewart

* then foflowed, and afterwards Mr. Wilson made
a forcible-speech,in favor of his colleague.
The
* debate was continued at great length, but finally

at New York, March 4, having made the passage
in eighty-six

the repbrt of the caucus was accepted by\a vote

but it was

days.

This

is very

once excelled by the

rapid

sailing,

American ship

of 33 to 9, the nays being all democrats and
‘Surprise, Captain. Ranlett, whicli came home
~Sumner’s friends having left the chamber.
The
"from
Shanghae in eightysthree days and twelve
House teok up the bill to repeal the duty on salt, |
{ hours. The voyage of the Surprise has never
loaded it with amendments, and the committee
yet been excelled by any sailing vessel.
rose pending an amendment to add the whole of
Asmusical instrument résembling a flageolet,
$M. Schenck’s last tariff bill, which failed to
made and used by Russian American Indians,
pass the House.
has been presented to the Gilbert Museum at
On Saturday, Congress was abt ini session.
Amherst.
The Student says: “ It is made of the,
7) black, fine-grained shale, which is so much used
MISCELLANEOUS,
by them in the manufacture of pipes, idols and
* Five members of the new House of Represenother implements for use or ornament.
It is
tatives are colored men,
a beautiful work of art, and reminds ene very
Representative Bowen has again been indicted
strongly of many Egyptian relics.”

:

for bigamy.
»

A curious stone'has béemfound by a wood-cut

The commerce of Charleston, South Carolina,
ter in Caldwell county, Mo.,in the heart of a
is claimed to be in a healthier condition than at { large elin tree, twenty feet from the butt. The
any time since the war.
:
stone is inscribed with antique alphabetic chaficIt is said that seventy-five thousand Jews re- ters, similar to those that have been discovered
side in New York.
in mounds on the Ohio.
These hieroglyphic
marks are in the ancient rock alphabet used by
“Four men got into a fight in a barroom in Authe Pens and other
barbaric nations.
The
rora, Illinois, on Monday night,
ad all Tour the
|
tre , judging from the concentric Fines, is four
were killed.
The small pox is making great rav ages in the { hundred years old.
Colonel Job Stout, recorder of Hardin county,
Rocky Mountain region.
Iowa, has a wonderful pocket-hook, according to
Paintings to the value of. $170,000 are already
purchased for the forth-coming New York Mu- this from the Eldorado Ledger: ‘‘ It was made of

pig-skin, dressed by one of the Pilgrim Fathers,
and manufactured into its present shape by him-

seum of Art, which is to cost $500,000.
Governor Alcorn has finally decided to resign
the United States senatorship, and wil remain
governor of Mississippi.

‘self.

Dr. Van Hoosen of Albany, during an attack
of delirium tremens, Wednesday, smashed his
wife’s skull with a gridiron, killing her instantly.
He is now a maniac.

and the Indian wars, and
shot beside the
brave General Wolfe on the bloody hights ©

by the colonists.

ty.

fire in Portsmouth,

destroyed

$200,000

worth

ried the Delaware atthe memorable Trenton st
prise; and when peace was declared,
two thousand dollars of continental
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It has been found: out that J ames Haggerty was
one of the four persons; all of whom
are now
dead, who vere concerned in the robbery of the
Beneficial
Savings
Bank in
Philadelphia of
nearly a million of dollars in June, 1868. The
thieves got about $50,000, tlie rest, which was in

"in eighteen months and has

late internecine war, Colonel
and

Stout

carried

when

he

fell at Richmond,

the

historical

wallet of Pilgrim pig-skin was perforated with
bullets and saturated with blood. The colonels

on

occupy the remaining twelve months of its existence.
Claimants are discouraged.
Further particulars received of the terrible
hurricane at East St. Louis, on Wednesday, contain the names of seven persons killed, five more
fatally injured, and twelve seriously hurt.
Considerable damage was also done to the steamers
in the river.
It is now believed that William Forrester, a
man with many aliases and a remarkable. erimindl record, is the Nathan-murderer. °A thief at
Sing Sing gave the information.

severely

his daughter, and, is said to be a very pretty,
though rathér pensive looking woman, of sgn.

not been arrested.

larly sweet and winning manners.
The dog of the regiment is an institution in the

The outlaws in South Carolina are Buy: “hey
wisited the office of the county treasurer of York
county a few days ago, smashed up the furniture

A day ortwo

German army ; but there is one regiment
calls its dog * Ducrot,” in memory of the

afterwards

and in another place a quantity of arms were de-

"The

encounters and myuch wrathful language between
the soldiers of the regimént and French prisoners of war, or French civilians who may happen

remain
- i e ca atd

republican Senatorial eaucus committee

has finally resolved to put the Hon.

to find their way to the regiment’s quarters.

Simon. Cam-

.eron of Pennsylvania in Mr. Summner’s place "as
chairman of the committee on forejgn relations,

and this in spite of Mr. Sumner’s warm
and

that

of many

A kind-hearted Prussian landwehr captain, tor
the sake of his own children, who were far away,

protest

republican Senators.

got up an immense Christmas tree for the poor

The

© Senate concur in the change, 83 to 9.

children of the neighborhood in which he was
quartered.
He tells, in a letter to a friend, how

Ku-Klux outrages are increasing in Tennessee,
North Carplina and South’ Carolina. Fighting

delighted the

asks, ¢ Is

‘ the death-rattle of ‘the

‘In Cottstantinople a nes

proclaimed.

Weekly periodical bas

appeared, written in modern Greek, and-entitled
Euridiki, It is chiefly intendad for female readers, and its aim is to promote the intellectual development of women; with this view a series of
dives of women distinguished in art, science, and

Colonel ‘Whitley’s men have arrested more
counterfeiters in Pennsylvania. They have been
Wen duvewia) of late.
Ss

The Duke of Montpensier has been exiled from

ones were, and

Provinces under'thie paws’of the Prussians® ”

{been ‘whipped and hung and martial law is to be

FOREIGN.

young

‘this what Gambetta calls

has been going on for several days,’ men have

>.

which
gener

al who was said to have broken his parole. Ducrot has been the
innocent cause of many angry

anegro was taken out of his house and murdered,
-stroyed.

His wife appears young enough to be

‘| literature will be published in its pages; and the
first of this series consists of a eulogistic biogra-

Spain for refusing #o take the oath of hilegiance: phy of the Princess Dora d’Istria, whose literary
to uwiess.
An explosion has occurred in the works at Le
- Creuzot, France, by which eight pessops were

killed,

remember that it is published in Constantinople,

The Belgiay government is taking measures to
Asiutos the battle-field of Sedan and remove, the
£0
the river Meuse.
‘Theé
plague is Tagingin tha valley of Lau-

~ “dler Nean, ia
© gnen are e

soldier,

its brilliant

with

considered a

piuaffable; sign, of the.

The death is anngunced in England of Mr. Augustns Applegath, the originator of spme

tant improvements

in the

impor-

art of printing.

He

‘with such’ vielence that 500 was the inventor “of the composition ball and

in burying the dead animals,

composition roller, and afterwards of the steam
‘printing-press. For his invention - of bank-notes

For | smoothed down and rolled.

the same reason, the mafiager of some

iron

probably reached its

commerce’ has

gone.

Our

hight,

and the bulk of trade will hereafter be the

distribution

of domestic

ed by

products, rather than

occupied our leading men since the foundation of.
The equality of civil right has
the Republic.
been established fully and forever ; and the policy
of Protection to Home Industry is assured in the,
minds of our people be¥ond serious disturbance.
‘We return, then, to the statement that the devel-

natural

its

sudden

cessatior;

Here

sleep

asked

sources of wealth—of

be equally

distributed.

I propose

A

work with his own

wheel

a

a scientific

is a lever, whose long arm, theoret-

men, that it

ically, is the distance from the ground to the cen‘ter of the axle; tife short arm is pivot: but prac-

Manual labor is a direct, pesitive

tically,
it is impossible to construct a levér of such

good to us, physically and spiritually. We have
been declared a nation of dyspepties—sallow,
lean and nervous; we are to owe our carnal salvation to the hard out-dogr work necessarily in-

proportions.
Hence, in calculating the advantage “of the lever, a wheel or a lever, allowance
must be made for the size of the axle, and for
friction dependent on size, other things being

Comfort and cult-

equal. Without going into too elaborate a discussion, it will be sufficient to say, in general

it is better for

and

be so.

us,

as

ure, wealth and honors, will follow, with certain-

Y.

Tribune.

‘Water-Clocks.

ia

:

being the half of
vided into

the

six hours.

they took

a sixth of the water which had trickled down,
poured

it into

the

upper bowl,

and,

this

rd

and purple generally go together in flowers. «A

dis-

splendid

charged, . one hour had expired. But afterward
a more convenient arrangement was made, They
observed how high the water at each hour rase

example

is afforded

by the

large

Iris

Gemarica, the popular flower-de-luce of our gardens.

From

the white base of its petals thé eol-

orless sap passes into the petals, which becomes
of a gorgeous purple, while the beard of the pet-

in the lo
«bowl, marked these points, ; and
counted theuR
thus finding out how many ‘hours
there were till sunrise. "With the Chinese, wa-~

als

becomes

at the

_tip of a tery

another vessel.
When the watdr in the upper
vessel pressed down into the lower vessel, it subsided by degrees, announcing thereby the parts

elapsed.

have used

The

Babyloniang

such . instruments;

from

yet discovered. Two French chemists, Fremy
and Cloez, say that the tints of flowers are due to
cyanin, xanthin, and xanthein.
Cyanin is a

are saidto vegetable blue, which
them

the

supply

of vegetable

is reddened by acids.

acid

=

A

developed-in a flower

twelve,

the

ancients

counted

Ttems.

six, and so forth.

This method of eounting the hours was, accord- | .
ing to the New Testament, also customary in

used in the night, and the Romans used ‘them to
divide their night watches, which were relieved
four times, both summer and winter.” Conformably to these four night watches, time was count-

ed, not only in Rome, but-wherever Roman garrisons

were stationed ; consequently also in Pal-

estine,~gfter she had become a Roman province:
The first night watch was ealled vespera (evenning), from sunset to 9 o'clock; the second,

—

OO

It is best to handle calves and colts as much a8
_possible, ahd pet them, lead them with a halter,
and caress them in vuriotis ways. Young stock
managed in this way will always be docile and
suffer themselves to be approached and handled
both in the pastures and in the barn.

A

hog

sweits,

not

like a horse or a man, but

throuzh his fore legs. There is a spot on each
leg, just below the knee, in the form of 4 seive through this the sweat passes off, and it is necessary that this be kept open,
Ifit gets closed,

plan is to preseed
arch
out), We then

media now

(midnight), from

9. to 2 o’clgek;

Several}

The

Germans

are not especially fond of the

pet cats which many of the French fugitives have

17 is onsy to see “that considérabld daily planninz may be saved by systematizing the regular

“| left beliind them. However, they. give them work of the week. For instance, devote Monday.
| food. But of the singing birds, which they oftenashing, Tuesday to baking, Wednesday to

find abandoned ‘in the .dWellings which their

|

| owners have a

esteare. In 4 tent

fake the great

to a field watch

t, Thursday to odd jobs that réquire copsiderable time, Friday to a genéral brushing and
‘cleansing of thé house, Saturday to baking again,

| near Paris,
there is a eage containing two turtle Then if you can systematize the daily meals so
go. doves, upon which is is this notice : Please give -much the better. I once heard a man laugh behere
ua frosts water twice Say
cause a lady friend of ours had dismissed her

No

animal of any * other: ‘breed can so hy

transform the stock of any section around him a8
these bulls of. the<improved short-horned species,
One of the_characteristios of this breed is also
. their
docility, and their intispontion to break
confinement.
;
Ashes are a most excellent manure - steawbegries;. in fact for almost any crop,
Bone dust isexeellent for grape-vines, Trim:
| trees from this time on as, you have Spponuny.
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The making of a lawn on our prairie soil is a
very simple process. In the first place, the surface must be deeply plowed, or spaded, and

noise during the night. To carry the illustration
still further, it has been noticed that a person
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sant din of hammers,
forges, and furnaces,
would awake if there was any cessation of the four pounds of red clover for am acre. After
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More than this, we believe that no prize cov-"
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worth in the gentler experiences ot life shall be
free to the delving Adam of the New World.
With increasing facilities .of communication, perfected means of education, and the larger returns
to labor, secured by intelligence—the man who
“mows and hoes and holds the plow” will com-*
mand the best the world has to give of culture
and social consideration.
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